














































Pat Packs Punch 
at Fall Concert 
Derr 
On a dank and dreary Sunday night in October, many 
students "ran between the raindrops" to rock with Pat Benatar 
in the Ben Light Gym. 
The opening band was the Del Lords, a group originating 
from New York City. They were fairly effective as an opening 
band (Pat seemed that much superior in comparison) and they 
were loud enough to make the students doing research in Gan-
nett wish they were at the concert. 
While the audience enjoyed Pat's performance of her new 
material (from her latest album Wide Awake in Dreamland), 
both the band and the crowd seemed to have more fun with her 
older tunes. The gym rocked with her vivid reminders of the 
pain of war, women's suffrage and child abuse. One of the 
highlights of the concert was "Hell is for Children" where Pat 
sang like a banshee forewarning death. The audience was in-
volved throughout the performance and felt that they be-
longed. 
The show opened with "We Live for Love" and closed with 
an encore of "One Love." Perhaps we can learn from Pat's 
philosophy; after all what is life but a cycle of love? 
M. Green 
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Things That Go 
Bump in the 
Night 
Ghosts, goblins and all sorts of crea-
tures of the night wandered the streets of 
Ithaca on October 31, 1988. better 
known as Halloween. Halloween in 
Ithaca means pumpkins and costumes. 
but most of all jt means parties! 
Gruesomely costumed zombies, 
witches and angels of death mingled 
with nicer costumes of animals and 
princesses. The students· enthusiasm 
was outrageous and contagious. A few 
creative costumes must not be over-
looked. Ernie and Bert joined the crowd 
at Plums a~ well as a bottle of Southern 
Ka 
but also at haunted houses aroun 
Ithaca. Smouldering punch seemed to b 
the drink of choice. Even the spide 
were crazy about it. However, a fe 
mixed-up Christmas elves were see 
wandering through the haunted house., 
Perhaps they were looking for Santa! 
All in all. Halloween 1988 in Ithac 
The preparations for the ho) iday 
began early. Pumpkin cutouts advertis-
ing lite beer and posters of Elvira were 
seen all over town. In Plums. Rumors. 
The Ritz and The Pines, Ithaca College 
Comfort. A few drunken centipedes sea- was festive, fun and fantastic! Who say 
red Dorothy. the Cowardly Lion, the we're too old to play dress-up? 
Tinman, and Scarecrow. A clever box of J. Jaspe 
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Hypnotist Puts Audience To Sleep 
Derr 
26 
Jello Wrestling At Rocktoberfest 
~ I I 
Staff 
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If one weekend last fall, you were sur-
prised to see people covered in green 
jello wearing clown faces, don ' t be 
worried. They weren't fugitives from a 
mental asylum, they were merely your 
fellow students frolicking at Rock-
toberfest. 
Fund-raising booths for campus or-
ganizations were set up behind the 
Union. Most featured games of chance, 
with prizes ranging from teddy bears to 
the ecstasy of seeing a student Repub-
lican being dunked in a dunking booth. 
Other activities included a slimy, green 
jello-wrestling event, a face-painting 
artist, and an opportunity to experience 
tye-dying first hand. 
Sleep and Bullfrog Light Co. supplied 
the music, and SAB supplied the fun. 
Other organizations involved included 
AMA, RHA, IFC, BOC, Student Gov-
ernment, Senior Class , English Club, 
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The Habitat Run for Love was a ten 
mile relay-race around campus for 
charity co-sponsored by Habitat for 
Humanities and SAB. Both teams and 
individuals competed after getting 
sponsors. Prizes were given by local 
businesses to the runners with the fas-
test time and runners who raised the 
most money. About $600.00 was 





Sugarplum fairies dance through your 
ad as you sleep peacefully , unaware 
1t in a matter of minutes, you will be 
foly awakened by an obnoxious pul-
tg sound. Of course it is four o'clock 
the morning of the night that you need 
ery ounce of sleep you can get, but no, 
u have to rise to the occasion. Luckily 
s one does not require formal wear. 
m join your groggy buddies and stand 
t in the freezing cold until a herd of 
.shing red vehicles and friendly fire-
!n finally come to your rescue. Sound 
too familiar? Welcome to the land of 
e drills, friends and fun. Welcome to 
rm life. 
It doesn't matter if you lived in the 
iads, the Towers, or the Terraces be-
use dorm life is the same wherever you 
. Some things just can't be forgotten 
you reminisce about those days. The 
1d music thundering all around you 
te kind you hated), the people above 
u who played basketball on your ceil-
~ (at very strange hours), the virtually 
1possible task of studying in your room 
te phone would always ring just at the 
)St inconvenient time) and of course 
! joys of dining hall cuisine ( what was 
illy in that Shepherd's Pie?) must be 
membered. Sharing bathrooms with 
I_ 
twenty other people was a lot of fun too 
(racing to get the best shower first) , and 
messy roommates were al ways an 
adventure. 
But for what it was worth, we learned 
how to live with other people and make 
compromises, and we made good 
friends too. Although fire drills might 
not be your fondest memories of your 
college experience, dorm life is someth-



































Nancy Shedman ............................................................... Donna Levin 
Coleman Shedman ....................................................... Robert G. Levitt 
Rogers Canfield ....................... . ..................................... Jeff O'Malley 
Obediah Buckhorn, Junior ........................................ Bradley E. Drummer 
Virgil Tides .................................................................... Tim O'Brien 
Orin Hart ..................................................................... Dave Hamovit 
Howard Rudd ................................................................ Adam Karpel 
Lorena Cosburg .......................................................... Jill Ann Bentley 
Mrs. Wall ............................................... . ....................... Kathy Keith 
Muriel Boggs ......................................................... Jennifer Jil Sullivan 
Billy Boggs .............................................................. Thom Hasenpflug 
Reverend Obediah Buckhorn , Sr .......................................... Rick Kaplan 
Carl Specter ........................................................... Andrew F. Graham 
Bonnie Bridge .............................................................. Sandee Kastrul 
Cancer Man ............................................................... Keith M. Smalls 
Director. ............................................................... Susannah Berryman 
Scenic Designer ................................................................. Neil Curtis 
Costume Designer ......................................................... Robin J. Orloff 
Lighting Designer .................................................... Matthew McCarthy 
Sound Designer ........................................................... Dann McCarthy 
Technical Director ................................................ Alison H. MacDonald 
Stage Manager ............................................................ Nadine Aronson 
Dramaturg/ Assistant Director ......................................... Rebecca Saltman 
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The Miser 
V alere ................................. .... ...................................... Jack Le Felt 
Elise .......................................................................... Peggy Sullivan 
Cleante .......................................................... Glen Douglas Greenberg 
LaFleche ................................. ............ ............ .. Benjamin R. Frimmer 
Harpagon .................................... ...... . ... ............ ............ Michael Daly 
Simon ........................................................................... Ken Chertok 
Frosine ................................................................... Susan Debra Levy 
La Merluche ..................................................................... Saul Morse 
Brindavoine .......................................................... Thomas W. DeGroff 
Scullery Maid ................................................................ Molly Mound 
Maitre Jacques .......................... ... ....... .......................... Adam Cramer 
Mariane ..................................................................... Penny Jo White 
Police Commissioner. .... ..... .... ........ .... ..... ............... ... ....... . Josh Herman 
Anselme .......... ..... .......... . .......... . ....... .... ................ ......... Andy Davis 
Understudy for Simon .................. ..... .... ....... .... .. .. ... Thomas W. DeGroff 
Director. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J. Fred Pritt 
Scenic Designer ............................................................. Dan Robinson 
Costume Designer ....................................... .......... Gregory Lee Robbins 
Lighting Designer ............................................................... Sue Mayo 
Sound Designer ............................................................ John Bracewell 
Technical Director .............. ... ....... ..... ....... ...... .............. Timothy Beatty 
Stage Manager .......... . ................. .... .... ............. ..... . ... .. Jean A. Oursler 















La Perichole ................................................. Jill Gibbs, Jill Ann Bentley 
Paquillo .......................................... James Van Slyke, Peter J. Burroughs 
Don Andres de Ribiera ............................ ....... Andy Davis , Robert Collins 
The Count of Pantellas ...................................................... Dean Gilbert 
Guadalena ................................................................ Michelle Decoste 
Estrella .... ... ................................... ........ ........ ............. Patricia Ellner 
Virginella ..................... ... ................................. Nicole Paris Bradstreet 
Brambilla ...................... ...... ............................................ Ilana Marks 
Ninetta ................................................. . .................... Angela Kimball 
Manuelita ....................................... ......... ..... ............. Maria Scaglione 
Fransquinella ..................... ... ....................................... Kristine Kosko 
The Marquis de Tarapote ..................................................... Saul Morse 
First Notary ..................................... . ........................ .. Mark Lawrence 
Second Notary ................................ ..... ............. ..... ...... Terry D. Hicks 
Old Prisoner ..................................... .... ............. ..... ...... Keith Slayden 
The Turnkey/ Man One ............................................. . ...... Steven Weiss 
Townsperson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Maria Sanfratello 
Guard Two/ Man Four. ............... ......... .. .......................... . Steve Forlano 
Man Three .... ............................ . ............................. Robert Clausnitzer 
Guard One/ Man Two ................................................... Edward Valenti 
Director. ........................................................................ Roxanne Rix 
Music Director ..................... .... ................... ......... Richard Montgomery 
Scenic Designer ............................................................. Michael Fagin 
Costume Designer ........................................................... Lisa LoCurto 
Lighting Designer ......................................................... John Bracawell 
Sound Designer .............................................................. Dru P. Allard 
Technical Director ............. ... ......................................... Alfred N. Alig 
Stage Manager ..................... . ..................................... .. . Chris Terchek 
Chorus Master. ......................................... ... ............... .. William Folger 




The Three Sisters 
Olga ........................................................................... Jean C. Heppner 
Masha ........................................................................... Peggy Sullivan 
Irina ................................................................................. Linda Jones 
Tuzenbach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rick Kaplan 
Chebutykin ................................................................... Robert G. Levitt 
Solyony .................................................................. ... ..... Richard Wilde 
Ferapont ............................................................... Alexander Westerman 
Anfisa ........................................................................... Sandee Kastrul 
Vershinin ..................................................................... Andrew Graham 
Andrei .......................................................................... Adam Marshall 
Kulygin ....................................................................... Charles Mitchell 
Natasha ......................................................................... Dawn Burcklel 
Fedotik .................................................. .. ..................... Brad Drummer 
Rodez .................................................................. Benjamin R. Frimmer 
Protopopov ............................................................................ Jed Filler 
Maid ............................................................................. Noreen Foster 
Soldiers ........................................................................ Glen Greenberg 
Keith Smalls 





Director ........................................................................ Arthur Lithgow 
Scenic Designer ................................................................... Larry Sousa 
Costume Designer ............................................... Christine Renee Hemmes 
Lighting Designer ................................................................... Chris Lee 
Sound Designer .......................................................... Matthew McCarthy 
Technical Director ....................................................... Alison MacDonald 
Stage Manager .......................................................... Catalina S. Castells 
Marie and Bruce 
Marie ...................................................................... Heather Damron 
Bruce .......................................................................... Adam Karpel 
Henry (Skeptical Man) .................................................. Nayeem Hafeez 
Antoine (Man With Theories) ........................................ Michael T. Jones 
Herb (Man Who Talks About His Employer) ......................... Jeff O'Malley 
Enid (Woman Listening To Herb) ....................................... Sheilah Sealey 
Bettina (Woman Who Talks About Feeling Two Things At Once)Noel Raymond 
Jean (Woman Who Talks About Poverty) ............................ Debbie Parsons 
Tim (Man Who Listens To Jean) ......................................... Tomm Gillies 
Fred (Man Who Happened To Be There) ................... ..... ...... Adan Cranner 
Ilsa (Woman Whose Brother Is Involved) ................................ Susan Levy 
Roxanne (Woman Who Understands) ................. .. ............ Effie MacLachlan 
Waiter ........................................................................ Adam Cranner 
Bert (Man With Illness) .................................................... Tomm Gillies 
Ed (Man Who Listens To Bert) ...................................... Michael T. Jones 
Director ........... ... .................................... ..... .................... Amo Selco 
Lighting Designer ........................................................ Dann McCarthy 
Sound Designer ............................................................... Josh Winget 
Costume Coordinators ...................................................... Greg Robbins 
Lily Bolton 
Stage Manager .......................................................... David F. Shapiro 
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Fiddler On The Roof 
Tevye, the Dairyman ......................................................... Andy Davis 
Golde, his wife ........................................................... Penny Jo White 
Tzeitel .. . ...................................................................... Donna! Levin 
Hodel ......................................................................... Jennifer Rosin 
Chava ............................................................................ Angi Hanan 
Shprintze .............................................................. Jennifer Jil Sullivan 
Bielke ........................................................................... Kerry Butler 
Yente, the Matchmaker ........................................................ Allyn Rose 
Motel Kamzoil, the Tailor ............................................. Daniel Kaufman 
Shandel, his mother ......................................................... Molly Mound 
Perchik, the Student. ......................................................... Dan Kerness 
Lazar Wolf, the Butcher .................................................... Rick Kaplan 
Mordcha, the Innkeeper ................................................. Logan Ernstthal 
Rabbi ................................... . ........................................... Jed Filler 
Mendel, his son ... . ............................................... Benjamin R. Frimmer 
Avram, the Bookseller. .......................................... Alexabder Westerman 
Nachum, the Beggar ................................................. Gregg Kapuscinski 
Yussel, the Hatmaker ..................................................... Steven Forlano 
Grandma Tzeitel ................................................... Voice: Patricia Ellner 
Body: Donna Levin 
Dream Rabbi ............................................. Voice: Benjamin R. Frimmer 
Body: Glen Douglas Greenberg 
Fruma-Sarah ................................................... Voice: Jill Ann Bentley 
Body: Bradley E. Drummer, Rick Kaplan, Dan Kerness 
Constable ........................................................ Glen Douglas Greenberg 
Fyedka ................................................................ Bradley E. Drummer 
Duvidel .................................................................... Keith M. Smalls 
The Fiddler .............................................................. Thom Hasenpflug 
Yanke! ........................................................................... Joe Calarco 
Moishe ................................. . ........................................... Craig Otto 
Schloime .................................................................... Scott M. Long 
Chaim .................. . ................................................... Keith M. Smalls 
Rivka ............................................................................. Lisa Bruno 
Mirala ............ . ........................................................... Peggy Sullivan 
Surcha ................................................................... Jacqueline M. Joy 
Frede! ......................................................................... Patricia Ellner 
Anya .................................................................... Dori Ann Petrenek 
Sima ....................................................................... Jill Ann Bentley 
Bottle Dancers ............................................................. Logan Ernsthal 
Scott M. Long 
Craig Otto 
Alexander westerman 
Russian Dancers ........ . ...................................................... Joe Calarco 
Bradley E. Drummer 
Keith M. Smalls 
David K. Villella 
Dance Understudy ............ . ................................................ Larry Sousa 
Director ...................................................................... Greg Bostwick 
Music director ...................................................... Rochard Montgomery 
Choreographer. ............................................................... Mary Corsaro 
Scenic Designer .......................................................... Daniel Robinson 
Costume Designer ................................................. Gregory Lee Robbins 
Lighting Designer .......................................................... Neil E. Curtis 
Sound Designer ... . ................................................ . ....... John Bracewell 
Technical Director ........................................................ Timothy Beatty 
Stage Manager ................................................................... Sue Mayo 
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Chess. It permeates all our lives. 
Within the sensuality of the Queen, the 
rook's stately pose or the cold indiffer-
ence of the lowly pawn, is contained the 
whole of human drama. As Christ him-
self once remarked "I am the truth, the 
light and the way." Simply substitute the 
word "chess" for the word "I" and it be-
comes clear that playing chess is not 
only a pleasant diversion, but a moral 
imperative. 
The Ithaca College Chess Club, led by 
president Timothy Wessel, vice-
president Peter Morris, and Sergeant-at-
Arms Chris Regan, is dedicated to this 
philosophy. From its humble beginnings 
in mid-April to its now proud status at 
the vanguard of campus activity, its 
members have strove to create a campus 
enviroment in which the human spirit 
may flower to its full potential. Ah 








The purpose of the Ithaca College 
v1en ' s Volleyball Club , led by president 
Job Grady , is to provide a source of in-
iv..; ,., 
truction and competition for men 's vol-












The English Club is more than a gath-
ering of stuffy intellectuals who have 
fetishes for tweed and pipes; rather, it is 
a group of students who share a common 
interest in literature, poetry, and sym-
bolism. The club, led by faculty member 
James Swafford, sponsors a literary film 
series, studenUfaculty mixers, and lit-
erary discussions. Other members of the 
club include: Rebecca Devine, Sean 
Walsh, Margaret Green and William 
Tumber. 
Highlights from this year include such 
diverse activities as having a Medieval 
Wheel of Fortune at Rocktoberf est and a 
student-faculty "Come as your favorite 
literary figure" Halloween party. Mem-
bers of the English club have the op-
portunity to bond with the English fac-
ulty at informal gatherings and enjoy 
meeting people with similar literary in-
terests. Tenative plans_for the future in-
clude a Renaissance Fair , a student 
paper competition, and a studenUfaculty 
"Poe and Tea" night. English majors str-
ive to promote their major and declare, 




The goals of Delta Phi Zeta, led by Jill Ann 
Bentley , are to promote a spirit of helpfulness , 
unity, and friendship through social activities, 
fundraisers , and service projects for Ithaca Col-
lege and the community in general. Other offi-
cers of the sorority were Robin Gelinson , Lisa 




ASP A Sponsors Speakers 
The American Society for Personnel 
Administration (ASPA) is a business 
club at Ithaca College. This organization 
is the student chapter of a national prof-
essional affiliation. ASPA provides a 
practical and educational experience for 
all those who are interested in the 
Human Resource Management field. 
Members receive publications which in-
form them on current issues and help 
them to become more effective. Ideas 
are exchanged among peers , making the 
transition from school to the business 
world easier. ASPA' s activities this year 
included speakers, workshops , fun-
draisers, and luncheons with the Ithaca 
Personnel Association. ASPA was led 
by Co-president's Eileen Flanagan and 
Kristen Waughtel. Other officers inclu-
ded Dana Klementowski and Debra 
Cohen. 
Turetzky 
President's Hosts Active 
The President's Host Committee, 
comprised of 94 dedicated, enthusiastic 
students is the organization that provides 
tours to prospective students and their 
families. Tours are provided Monday 
through Friday, 9-3 pm, and also on Sat-
urday mornings. Each member of the 
President's Host Committee gives these 
tours as well as participating in a variety 
of admissions related events, such as 
Discovery Days, Ithaca Today, and Peer 
Recruiting. The President's Host Com-
mittee is advised by Lynette Fulton, 
Assistant Director of Admissions, and 
by Co-Chairs Jennifer Clary, Debbie 
Mendelsohn (1988-89), Terry Condren, 




I.C. Coalition for Choice Organizes 
Pro-Choice Activities 
Meneely 
The Ithaca College Coalition for 
Choice was formed in the second semes-
ter in order to organize the campus for 
pro-choice activities. In 1988, the Unit-
ed States Supreme Court decided to re-
view the 1973 Roe v. Wade decision that 
legalized abortion. People nationwide 
began to mobilize to protect the right of 
legal abortion in 1989. 
64 
Meneely 
The I.C. Coalition, along with Fem-
inists for Awareness and Action, or-
ganized the campus for the March rally 
at Cornell . Professor Zillah Eisenstein, 
Carl Sagan, and Betty Friedan were 
featured speakers at this rally. 
They then sponsored a pro-choice 
speak-out at Ithaca College. Students 
and professors expressed their views 
Meneely Meneely 
about the abortion issue at this rally. 
Finally, the I.C. Coalition sponsored 
a bus of students who attended the April 
9th rally for pro-choice/ERA in Wash-
ington, D.C. Over 100 LC. students 
attended the rally. Officers for Coalition 
for Choice were: Michelle Saad, Abby 
Ellin, Nina Martin and Michael Kusek. 
Political Activity on Campus 
In discussing political activity at 
haca College in past years , the word 
tpathetic" comes immediately to mind. ( 
owever, campus political awareness ( 
1d activity increased greatly this year. 
It all began in the fall semester, with 
·esidential elections. Both the College ~, .. . · . 1 
emocrats and College Republicans 
ere very active in campaigning for 
1eir presidential candidates. They 
>onsored joint voter registration drives 
1d debates on the campus. 
The momentum from the November 
ections was carried over onto other 
sues. Groups such as STAND, The 
C. Forum, The Ithaca College Coal-
ton for Choice , Bluestockings , Fem-
.ists for Awareness and Action , The 
verseas Development Network, The 
revention Network, Young Americans 
,r Freedom,, GALA, Hillel, Ithaca 
ollege Enviromental Society , Amnesty 
Meneely 
Meeds 
International, and the Afro-Latin 
Society were active with increased 
membership. They sponsered many 
speakers, rallies and events designed to 
raise political awareness. 
There were speakers ranging from 
People With AIDS, to Leonora Fulani 
- third-party presidential canidate; Ac-
curacy in Academia to Native American 
activist Timothy Jacobs brought in by 
various groups. Rallies about homeless-
ness , red tape in campus bureaucracy , 
and abortion rights happened at the free 
speech rock in front of the Campus Cen-
ter. Over 100 I. C. students attended the 
April 9th pro-choice/pro-era rally m 
Washington D. C . 
Political awareness and activity at 
Ithaca College this year added a distinct 







Kuumba Promotes the Arts 
Kuumba means "cultural creativity" and singing. This year Kuumba was led 
in Swahili, which is truly the essence of by Tanya Edwards , Terry Woolard , 
the theatre company. We learn more Darschell Jones and Greg Moguls. 












The Catholic Community promotes 
faith sharing and growth in the Roman 
Catholic tradition. We serve the student 
body by providing religious, edu-
cational, and social programs including 
retreats, Bible Study, nursing home out-
reach and peer ministry. This year The 
Catholic Community was led by Edward 
Valenti , Suzanne Griffin, and Heather 
Trypuc. 
Derr 
Forensics Team Has 
Successful Season 
Organizations 69 
The Amani Singers are an organiza-
tion dedicated to bringing about peace , 
spreading joy and unity to the people of 
the community and the college through 
inspirational songs. This year the Amani 
Singers were lead by Nadine Shaw , Car-
etha Addison , Michelle Lewis and 
Lynnore Lawton. 
Kaen 





















Knowledge and Greed 
"Money makes the world go round." 
This is the official song of the invest-
ment club, an organization that focuses 
on how to invest and speculate with your 
money. It's not your road to riches, be-
cause if we knew exactly what to invest 
Lipelz 
in we would do it and not be college 
students. However, with the right know-
ledge, training, and of course greed, 
students can learn what to do with their 
hard-earned cash. The president of the 









As the 21st Charter Chapter of Habitat 
for Humanity and the first chapter in 
New York State, the Ithaca College 
Campus Chapter of Habitat for Hum-
anity is a new campus organization faced 
with the challenge of promoting the 
Habitat philosophy at IC and in the 
Ithaca community itself. 
The Habitat for Humanity Campus 
Chapter offer college students wanting 
the chance to make a positive difference 
the opportunity to be a unique solution to 
the housing problem in our world; a sol-
ution which provides low income 
families a chance to help build and even-
tually purchase their own homes, in-
terest free at no profit. 
Our Campus Chapter was founded on 
the belief that "love should not be just 
words and talk. It must be true love 
which shows itself in action. (I John 
3:18)." We have worked closely with 
our Groton affiliate to build a home for a 
local family and have participated in 
winter break work camps in Tallahassee , 
Florida. We have painted, spackled, 
taped, and even poured concrete while 
enjoying the company and partnership of 
each other. In building homes we have 
built community and shared the gift of 
God's love. This year's executive com-
mittee was led by Dave Reckless, Jackie 




Delta Mu Delta is dedicated to rec-
ognizing outstanding achievement in the 
School of Business and awarding a 
yearly scholarship. Delta Mu Delta pro-
motes relationships and unity between 
faculty by providing a Business News-
letter for the school. This years officers 
were Kelly Merrill, President; Lori Hult-
man, Vice President; John Agostino, 







The goal of the College Democrats is 
to educate and inform the student body 
on all political issues. College Demo-
crats were chaired by Tom Flanagan, 








The purposes of the Ithaca College 
Republicans are to promote political 
awareness on campus, to create a forum 
in which Republican ideals and points of 
view may be expressed and to promote 
Republican canidates on all levels of 
government. College Republicans were 
chaired by Eric Lebson. Other officers 





Hockey Club Provides Competition 
The purpose of the Ithaca College Men's 
Ice Hockey Club is to satisfy student 
needs at Ithaca College for recreational 
and social interaction. Three objectives 
are to obtain and maintain membership, 
actively participate in the area hockey 
club league, and create a competitive en-
viroment in which students may grow 
academically, physically, and mentally. 
This year's club was led by Todd Sand-
ler, Jeff Gangi, AJ Storinge and Steve 
Galavotti. 
Literary Clubs Enrich I.C. 
The Ithaca College community has a College. The I.C. Forum serves as an 
riety of student - run organizations "forum of thought" in which Ithaca Col-
1ich offer opportunities for students to lege students have the opportunity to ex-
blish their literary works, essays, and press their opinions on political, social, 
inions. The Ithacan is the college and educational issues. Stillwater is 
mmunity's weekly newspaper; it is Ithaca's literary arts magazine. It fea-
~itten, edited, and produced by tures poems, short stories, and photo-
1dents with articles concerning the graphs taken by students and faculty, 
mmunity of Ithaca, especially Ithaca and is published once each semes-
ter.Zeigeist is a publication in new-
spaper format which offers individuals 
in the Ithaca community the opportunity 
to publish short works of literature, es-
says, and photos. Finally, The Platypus 
is a new newspaper aimed at publishing 






The purpose of the Ithaca College Syn-
chronized Swimming Club is to bring 
the sport of synchronized swimming to 
the Ithaca College community. The club 
wishes to compete in collegiate competi-
tion and to perform for the Ithaca com-
munity. The Synchronized Swimming 
Club was founded by Michelle Garand. 
Participants included: Erica Dolgoff, 




lrevention Network Coordinates 
\IDS Education 
Staff 
tudents educating other students about Smith, the Prevention Network reached wide events such as guest speakers, the 
.IDS ... that ' s what the Prevention Net- over 3,000 students with programs in the "Living With AIDS" panel , and our 
·ork is all about. Under the coordina- residence halls and classrooms. The Pre- "Condoms and Kisses" Valentine's Day 




Successful Student Government 
The goal of student government is to 
provide democratic representation; in-
sure student rights and privileges; and to 
mediate, advocate, serve, and encour-
age the activities and concerns of the col-
lege community. This year's student 
government was led by President Steven 
Gildin. Vice President of Finance was 
Charles Klein, Vice President of 
Campus Affairs was Leslie Shapiro, 
Vice President of Academics was Laurie 
Porpoure, and Vice President of Com-
munications was Dave Fleisher. The 
Student Trustee was Michael Brenner. 
Turetzky 
SAB Entertains Campus 
The goal of the Student Activities 
Board was to promote educational and 
social programming for the Ithaca Col-
lege campus. This year SAB organized 
activities such as Rocktoberfest and the 
Winter Carnival, and brought Morton 
Downey Jr. to campus as a guest 
speaker. Stephanie Viscelli was the 
chair of SAB. SAB staff included Cathy 
Grigonis, Marc Furgang, Frank Scholl, 
Terry Woolord, Risa Miller, Helen 
Falk, Alyssa Quintero, Merri Lipman, 
Sue famot, Cena VanOsdol, Mickey 





The goal of the 1988-89 Senior Class 
officers was to achieve a unified Senior 
Class by programming and instituting 
activities. Their hard work resulted in a 
successful and fun year. Senior class 
officers were John McIntyre, Harvey 
Epstein, Michelle Dennison, and Kirk 





The purpose of the African-Latino 
Society is to promote the political and 
social welfare of Third World people. 
The main objectives of the African-
Latino Society are to create a continuing 
dialogue with the Ithaca College Admin-
istration, Cornell University, and the 
Ithaca community and to provide acad-
emic support and a cultural outlet for its 
members. Officers included: Stacy 
Bailey , Christopher Robinson, Maria 
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Ithaca College Bombers Claim 
On Saturday, December 10 , the 
Ithaca College football team presented 
the community with an early holiday gift 
- an NCAA Division III National 
Championship. The Bombers captured 
the title with a 39-24 victory over Cen-
tral (Iowa) College in the Amos Alonzo 
Stagg Bowl, played in Phenix City, 
Alabama. 
Last January at the football team ban-
quet, Ithaca coach Jim Butterfield had 
challenged his troops with orders to 
"tum it up a notch." Stung by consecu-
tive losses at the end of the 1987 cam-
paign and a missed invitation to the 
NCAA Playoffs, Butterfield let the grid 
Bombers know that it would take extra-
ordinary effort in the off-season to get 
90 
Michaels 
Ithaca back in the national title hunt. 
With those words of wisdom from the 
college's winningest football coach 
fixed in their minds, the 1988 squad 
forged a campaign that will go down as 
one of the greatest in school history. 
The Stagg Bowl triumph was a carbon 
copy of a number of Ithaca' s other wins 
in its 13-1 season. The team had es-
tablished itself early in the year as one of 
the top rushing clubs in Division III 
(Ithaca finished fifth nationally in rush-
ing), and that ground attack proved too 
much for the Central defense. 
Junior fullback Paul Parker, who had 
saved his best performance for the 
post-season, earned Most Valuable 
Player honors in the championship tilt. 
He rushed for a school playoff record 
208 yards and three touchdowns; the 
Bombers accumulated 408 yards on the 
ground in all. 
Parker ' s backfield partner , senior 
Mike Scott , electrified the crowd of 
4,000 with an 84 yard kickoff return for 
a touchdown that broke open a tight con-
test in the third quarter. That evening the 
Cable News Network showed his patent-
ed flip following the score as its sports 
"play of the day. " 
The Ithaca defense held Central in 
check for most of the afternoon , limiting 
the Dutchmen to 289 yards in total 
offense. Junior comerback Tom Knapp 
tied a Stagg Bowl record with three in-
terceptions to lead the effort. 
~ ational Football Crown 
The Bombers' path to the Stagg Bowl 
egan with an eight game winning streak 
> start the season. A 21-20 loss at Cort-
md in the ninth week of the of the cam-
aign kept Ithaca from an unbeaten rec-
rd, but the Bombers rebounded by 
owning undefeated Washington & 
~fferson in the regular season finale to 
linch another playoff berth. 
Coach Butterfield's squad was paired 
1ith defending national champion 
v agner College in the first round of the 
ost-season and , despite trailing by 
~ven in the final minutes, pulled out a 
ramatic 34-31 overtime triumph. The 
~cond playoff tilt offered a rematch 
1ith Cortland and the Bombers pre-
ailed , 24-17. In the national semifinals 
Michaels 
against undefeated Ferrum, Ithaca 
sprinted out to a 21-0 advantage and held 
on for a 62-28 victory in which 14 
Bomber playoff records were set. The 
resounding decision clinched Ithaca's 
sixth Stagg Bowl appearance, an NCAA 
Division III record. 
Captains Daegan Gray, Marc Hudak, 
and Richard Smith, along with their 
senior teammates, pulled the 1988 
Bomber crew together early in the 
pre-season and drove the group to the 
title with their leadership. On the way, 
Ithaca earned its eighth ECAC Team of 
the Year award and seventh Lambert/ 
Meadowlands Cup, both Division III 
records. This year's Stagg Bowl victory 
marked Ithaca's second national football 
Michaels 
championship (the other was in 1979) 
and comes in the same year that the 
Bomber baseball team claimed the Di-
vision III crown. 
P. Moore 
Reprinted with permission from the 
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Fans Cheer On the Bombers 
The entire campus was excited at the 
prospect of the Bombers competeing in 
the Stagg Bowl. As the football team left 
early Thursday morning on a chartered 
jet to Phoenix City, Alabama, loyal 
Bomber fans left behind tried to decide 
whether they should make the trip to the 
land of sunshine, or stay in snowy Ithaca 
and watch the game on television. Finals 
were fast approaching and the senior 
semi-formal was that Thursday night at 
the Forty. Excitment and stress were felt 
by all. 
Many fans left directly after the semi-
formal in rented Winnebagos, driving 
through the morning to reach Phoenix 
City late the next day. Others took the 
Booster Club option and traveled by bus 
or plane and dined with the Bombers 
after the game. The rest of us stayed 
home, gathered with friends and 
watched the Stagg Bowl on television. 
All of us were proud. 
In the Campus Center Pub students 
did the wave as Mike Scott ran an 85 
yard touchdown. At the Pines they 
screamed and stomped as Tommy 
Knapp caught his third interception. 
Students screamed out of dorm windows 
and jumped up and down in front of their 
T. V. 's while Paul Parker scored touch-
down after touchdown and Scott Van-
Dyke snagged custom made passes. At 
the game, the pep band played "White 
Lines" and Ithaca parents and students 






Pass, Shoot, Score! 
The 1988 soccer season was reward-
ing for the Bomber women. Their final 
record was thirteen wins, six losses, and 
three ties. The Bombers received many 
team honors. They were the NCAA 
North East Regional Champions and 
placed in the NCAA Final Four as well. 
Gruskin 
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Gruskin 
The team also placed first m the 
NYSWCAA Tournament. 
Congratulations to Coach Patrick 
Farmer and the Women's soccer tec1m . 
Tracy Deyke and Wendy Schaefer were 







This year's men's soccer team brought a 
great deal of excitement to Ithaca College. 
They finished their season with an out-
standing record of eleven wins, five losses , 
and two ties. The team worked hard to 
make it to the ECAC Upstate New York 
playoffs. Congratulations to Coach Andy 








The women's cross country team con-
tinued their success of the past. They had 
an outstanding season of three wins and 
no losses . They placed first in the 
NYSWCAA, second in the ECAC 
Championships, and fifth in the NCAA 
Championships. The team was dis-
tinguished by All-Americans Jannette 












The women's field hockey team fin-
ished with a 4-9-3 record for the 1988 
season. Congratulations to Rebecca 
Ryder, Debby Smith , and Kris Faulkner 
for receiving All-American honors. 
N. Kornbluth 
Sports 105 




The men's tennis team had a success-
ful 8-2 season. They placed first in the 
ICAC Championship. The team, led by 








Rebuilding Season for 
Women's Tennis 
Under the new direction of Coach 
Mary Hosking, the women's tennis team 
finished their season with a 2-7 record. 









The Ithaca College women's volley-
ball team finished this year's season with 
a 13-27 record. They placed third in the 
ICAC Championships. This year's team 
set the groundwork for more successful 






Ithaca College Bombers Clairr 
Call it the NCAA Triple Crown. 
A series of great individual efforts by 
the members of the Ithaca College wres-
tling team has brought the institution its 
third Division III title in the past year. 
Ithaca took the top wrestling honors at 
the national tournament, held in Cleve-
land in March, 1989. 
A quick check of the NCAA Cham-
pionships handbook confirms that no 
Division III school had ever before won 
three team crowns in men's sports within 
a twelve-month period. New Jersey rival 
Trenton State twice turned the triple-title 
trick, but with a combination of success 
from the men's and women's programs. 
Ithaca started its remarkable run on 
the trophy market when the baseball 
team captured the Divsion III Cham-
pionship last spring. The football squad 
followed in December with a Stagg 
Bowl victory, and now the wrestlers 
have joined them in the winner's circle. 
For athletic director Robert Deming 
and coach John Murray, that triumph 
marked the culmination of a decade long 
dream. When Deming joined the Col-
lege's staff in June 1980, he was saddled 
with a wrestling program that had a .320 
winning percentage and only one All-
American performer over the previous 
five years. Determined to resurrect a 
proud tradition in wrestling at Ithaca, 
Deming added a piece to the puzzle by 
hiring Murray, a Cornell graduate. Still, 
the "Murray era" did not get off to a 
championship caliber start. "I remember 
losing to Cortland early that first year, 
something like 48-0," recalls Deming, 
"and at the time I felt that we either had 
to drop the sport or give it the op-
portunity to be successful." 
Murray remembers the early days as 
well: "My first team meeting was attend-
ed by about ten students, only two of 
whom had wrestling backgrounds." 
Following two campaigns at or below 
the . 500 mark, the program jumped to 
nationally competitive status. Each year 
since the 1982-83 season, Ithaca has 
captured at least twelve dual-meet tri-
umphs, and over that same span the 
Bombers have finished no worse than 
112 
fourteenth at the Division III nationals. 
Drawing on his recruiting talents and a 
strong base of alumni support, Murray 
put the program back together again. 
The team actually knocked on the na-
tional championship door a year ago at 
Wheaton (Illinois) College. After earn-
ing the top ranking during the regular 
season, Ithaca qualified 10 wrestlers 
( one at each weight class, the maximum 
number possible) for the nationals. 
Although the squad performed admir-
ably, especially individual titlist Mike 
Cronmiller, their effort fell short and the 
Bombers placed third. 
The experience gained, however, 
would prove quite valuable twelve 
months later. Despite performing 
without Cronmiller, a redshirt this sea-
son, Ithaca reclaimed the number-one 
ranking during the 1988-89 campaign 
and entered the tournament rated 
second. With seven tourney qualifiers 
this time around, Murray was banking 
on Ithaca's depth to carry the squad to Derr 
the top. 
Freshman heavyweight Randy Cotton 
and junior 134-pounder Tim Cotter were 
eliminated before the "All-American 
round," where the top eight in each 
weight class pick up valuable team 
points and individual All-American 
honors, but the other five Bomber grap-
plers advanced to the semifinals. As it 
turned out, Ithaca had accumulated 
enough points at that stage to win the 
championship, although at that time two 
other teams were still mathematically in 
the hunt. 
Junior Ron Gross capped off a fan-
tastic tournament with a second-place 
finish at 142 pounds. Gross pinned his 
first two opponents, won superior deci-
sions in the quarterfinals and semifinals, 
and only lost in the championship bout to 
three-time national titlist Shawn Smith 
of Deleware Valley. Junior Dan Bieller 
claimed four matches by decision at 177 
pounds before losing in the finals 4-3 to 
Kevin Higgins of Baldwin-Wallace. 
Junior Mike Fusilli completed Ithaca's 
trio of second-placers with four triumphs 




before dropping the 190-pound final by a 
3-2 count to Dean Gavin of Wartburg. 
The team captain, junior Joel Lam-
son, placed fifth at 126 pounds. 
Knocked out of the championship 
bracket by eventual runnerup Pete 
Havek of John Carroll in a 3-2 decision. 
Lamson then edged Oneonta State's 
Dave Regina 1-0 in overtime to claim 
fifth. Junior 150-pounder Marty Nichols 
was also fifth. He was beaten in the 
semifinals by eventual champ Karl 
Monaco of Montclair State, a three-time 
national crown-holder and Division I 
All-American. Nichols rebounded with 
a win by fall over Travis Young of Simp-
son in the fifth-place matchup. 
In the final team tally, Ithaca out-
. distanced second-place Deleware Valley 
Derr 
72.5 to 64.5. "We won it with our bal-
ance," says Murray, who was named 
Division III Coach of the year by his 
peers. "We wrestled well throughout 
and gained additional points with victo-
ries by pin and by superior decision." 
With the entire starting lineup and 
Cronmiller returning next year, Ithaca 
appears ready to become only the third 
school to win back-to-back wrestling 
championships in Division III. Chances 
are also good that the 1989 nationals will 
be hosted by Ithaca College. "It'll be 
great to enter our own gym as defending 
champions," notes Murray. 
P. Moore 
Reprinted with permission from the 
Ithaca College News 
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Ithacan 
Women's Lacrosse Places 1st 
116 
1. n ECAC' s The women's lacrosse team finished the regular season with a record of twelve 
wins and seven losses. They then advan-
ced to the ECAC Mid-Atlantic Cham-
pionship and placed first. They also part-
icipated in the NCAA Division III 
Championship. Coach Andrea Golden is 






Men's Lacrosse Face 
Tough Opponents 
The men's lacrosse team faced tough 
opponents this season. Under the direc-
tion of Coach Jeff Long , the Bombers 
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Slam Dunk! 
The men's basketball team finished 
the season with sixteen wins and ten 
losses. Coach Tom Baker pushed the 
team to keep working harder and added a 
lot to the teams' success this year. The 
team advanced to the ECAC Upstate 
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The 1989 baseball team finished their 
season in May with a stellar record of 26 
wins and 16 losses. The Bombers placed 
third in Regionals, and advanced to the 
NCAA Playoffs for the fourteenth 
straight year. Although the Bombers 
were not able to recapture the NCAA 
Division III Championship, Coach 
George V alesente is to be congratulated 
for leading the Bombers to their 51 st 




Gymnastic Success in Post Season 
Ithacan 
The Ithaca College gymnastics team 
continued their past success by finishing 
this season with a 3-2 record. The team 
placed second in the ECAC Champion-
ships and sixth in the NCGA Champion-
ships. Congratulations to Coach Rick 




oftball Team Plays Hard 
rr 
The Ithaca College softball team 
worked hard this season. They finished 
with a record of ten wins and nineteen 


























The men's indoor track team finished 
their season with three wins and three 
losses. The team placed second in the 
ICAC Championships, fifth in the 
NYST &FA Championships, and 






This year's women's basketball team 
finished their season with thirteen wins 
and ten losses. Congratulations to Coach 
Christine Pritchard and the women 
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Bush and Quayle Triumphant 
On January 20th, 1989, former Vice-
President George Bush was sworn in as 
the 41st president of the United States. 
Now that the race is over, it is unclear as 
to whether the candidates were running 
for the office of president of the United 
States, or for the office of chief mud-
slinger. Although this year's race be-
came an open battlefield of nasty re-
marks and negative campaigning , in the 
end Republican candidate George Bush 
proved victorious. 
It was a long and winding road to the 
White House, and few candidates sur-
vived with their pride intact. Even be-
fore Iowa or New Hampshire, there was 
scandal and disappointment endured by 
both parties. Remember the dying 
flames of first time presidential conten-
der and televangelist Pat Robertson? 
New Right Republicans thought that 
Robertson had a good chance, but he 
couldn't win enough votes in the South 
during the primaries to have a viable ch-
ance. For the Democrats, there was Gary 
Hart. Hart's fiery enthusiasm captured 
both the hearts of American voters and 
the attention of the media. Unfortunately 
for Hart, this attention backfired when 
the media uncovered his affair with 
model Donna Rice , and knocked him out 
of contention. 
After the trial and error of the initial 
candidates, the final thirteen contenders 
became clear, and they were off and 
running. On the forefront of the Repub-
lican side there was political veteran 
George Bush , with experienced U.S. 
134 
Senator Robert Dole nipping at his 
heels. In the background stood former 
U.S. Army General and Secretary of 
State Alexander Haig, Congressman 
Jack Kemp , and Delaware Governor 
Pierre du Pont IV. 
In the front for the Democrats was 
Massachusetts Governor Michael 
Dukakis. Close behind "the Duke" was 
Baptist minister and civil rights leader 
Jesse Jackson, former Arizona Governor 
Bruce Babbitt and U.S. Senator Al 
Gore. Trailing behind were Congress-
man Richard Gephardt and U.S. Senator 
Paul Simon. With a true contest at hand , 
America was paying close attention. 
By the end of the primaries , the nat-
ional conventions had narrowed the 
competition for both parties to the final 
tickets. George Bush took the Repub-
lican nomination with the GOP' s 
blessing, as did Michael Dukakis for the 
Democrats. Just as the summer heat was 
beginning to cool down, the fight be-
tween Bush and Dukakis was heating 
up. The fall brought debates and selec-
tions of running mates of Daniel Quay le 
for the Republican ticket, and Llyod Be-
ntsen for the Democrats. With all things 
in place, the final leg of the race for the 
White House was on its way. 
November 8th, 1988 proved to be the 
moment of truth for George Bush and 
Dan Quayle as they took the election 
with 426 electoral votes; some 314 more 
than their opponents Dukakis and Ben-
tsen. With much fanfare and glory, his 
hand on the same bible George Wash-
ington used exactly 200 years ago , 
George Herbert Walker Bush was sworn 
in at 12:02, January 20th , 1989 as the 
41st President of the United States. On 
that day , our nation ' s capital honored the 
incoming George Bush as well as the 
outgoing Ronald Reagan. In his accept-
ance speech, Bush thanked Reagan on 
behalf of the nation, and promised that 
he would work toward a better tom-
orrow. After the inauguration cer-
emony, Americans sadly bid goodbye as 
Reagan and his wife departed for their 
California home. 
The ceremonious day itself was done 
in a tradition of presidential splendor, 
costing in total a record thirty million 
dollars. Why so much? Well , for the first 
time, many free events , such as pre-
inauguration events and parade seating , 
were provided for the public. The in-
auguration day started with a 9 AM 
church service of prayer for the incom-
ing president and his cabinet , followed 
by the swearing in of Bush and Quayle. 
After the actual inauguration ceremony , 
the new president, vice president and 
their wives began a parade down Pen-
nsylvania A venue that lasted most of the 
afternoon. By nightfall , the capital was 
the host of several formal balls. With 
dancing and celebrating well into the 
evening, the President and Mrs. Bush re-
tired at 1AM, ready to begin the task of 




other Nature Strikes Out 
1988 was one of the worst years this 
orld has experienced recently in the 
rea of natural disaster. The year was 
arked by a drought in the United 
tates, a hurricane that swept through 
orthern Mexico, an American forest 
fire, and an Armenian earthquake. 
By the summer of 1988, Mother 
Nature had begun a string of natural dis-
asters starting with the worst drought in 
many years. Throughout the Midwest, 
farmers stood by helplessly as most of 
their crops dried up. The drought cost 
farmers of the Midwest 15 billion 
dollars. In addition to this financial loss, 
grain production dropped a whopping 
30% from 1987. 
At the time when the U.S. didn't have 
enough water, the Caribbean had too 
much. Originating in the Caribbean, 
Hurricane Gilbert swept across the 
Yucatan and Northern Mexico with a 
wet and angry fury in September, leav-
ing 109 people dead in its' treacherous 
wake. With winds of up to 175mph, 
Hurricane Gilbert's record speed cost 
the Caribbean, Central America, 
Mexico, and the United States an es-
timated 10 billion dollars in damages, 
and left 750,000 people homeless. With 
all its'destruction, Hurricane Gilbert 
garnered the distinction of being named 
the "most intense" hurricane in history. 
While Hurricane Gilbert was drench-
ing Northern Mexico, forest fires were 
ablaze in the western part of the United 
States. During the three months the fires 
raged, over 10,000 people were recrui-
ted from all over the country to help ex-
tinguish the flames. The last remaining 
embers were snuffed out by the Nov-
ember snowfalls of the mountains, 
leaving 1. 38 million of Yellowstone 
Park's 2. 2 million acres charred. This 
three month blaze was the worst fire ever 
recorded in U.S. national park history. 
Just when we thought that we could 
escape the year without another natural 
disaster, the earth beneath Armenia 
began to tremble. During the first week 
of December, mountainous com-
munities in Aremenia, USSR, were lev-
eled entirely by earthquakes, leaving 
45,000 people dead beneath the rubble. 
12,000 people were injured in the disas-
ter, and 500,000 in total were left home-
less. 
When 1988 came to an end, the whole 
world sighed and began to rebuild what 
Mother Nature had damaged. 
A. Dunckelmann 
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The Glory of Sport 
The 1988 Summer Olympics held in 
Seoul, Korea was one of the most fan-
tastic Olympics yet, costing an astron-
omical three billion dollars. With a re-
cord breaking 161 nations competing for 
the gold, the hospitality of Seoul 
charmed the world. Although there were 
political riots and demonstrations on the 
streets of Seoul during the Olympic fes-
tival, an estimated quarter of a million 
tourists traveled from all over the world 
to witness the summer events. Similarly, 
the 1988 Winter Olympics in Calagary, 
Canada were also watched with enthusiasm. 
There were winners from all over the 
world and in many competitions ranging 
from individual sports such as boxing 
and ski-jumping to team sports like 
water polo and ice hockey. Since the en-
tire sports lineup of both the summer and 
winter games included well over fifty 
sports, the American highlights are what 
we will best remember when we think of 
the 1988 Games. 
During the summer, the greatest mo-
ment in men's diving went to Greg 
Louganis. This 28 year-old diver from 
California went into Seoul with two gold 
medals from the 1984 Summer Games 
under his belt. After hitting his head on 
the diving board during competition, 
Louganis came back with stitches in his 
head to face stiff competition. Against 
the odds, he remained calm as he captu-
red his third gold medal in the 3-meter 
platform competition. Swimmer Matt 
Biondi also was a star for the United 
States as he swam away with five gold 
medals, one silver medal, and one 
bronze medal in the swimming competi-
tion. 
For the women athletes, 17 year-old 
Janet Evans broke the 400 meter medley 
and the 400 meter free sty le swimming 
records for both women and men. On the 
track, American Florence Griffith 
Joyner broke the 200 meter running re-
cord with an amazing time of 21. 31 sec-
onds, taking home with her the glory of 
the gold. 
Along with "Flo-Jo's" triumph, the 
downfall of Canadian runner Ben John-
son will also be remembered. Winning 
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the 100 meter gold medal was probably 
one the best moments of his life, and one 
of the worst at the same time. After the 
event, Johnson tested positive for ana-
bolic steriods, and was asked the surren-
der his medal by Olympic officials. Carl 
Lewis, (second in the 100 meter event), 
then walked away with two gold medals 
in track and field. The world was 
shocked. 
In the Winter Olympics, the United 
States proved to be the champions on 
ice. U.S. winners included the ever 
graceful Debbie Thomas and the dyn-
amic Brian Boitano. Boitano's fight for 
the gold ended with a close victory over 
Brian Orser. The competition between 
the two men was aptly termed "the battle 
of the Brian's". 
In the end, the 1988 Olympics 
brought both the glory of victory and the 
agony of defeat. 1992 is the next 
Olympic year, and rest assured that 
many young athletes are now gearing up 







AIDS Awareness • lll 
AIDS. This acronym for Acquired 
Immune Deficiency Syndrome has prob-
ably gained just as much attention in 
1988 as the race for the presidency did. 
Emphasis on the importance and grow-
ing neccessity for AIDS awareness is 
captured in the popular slogan Aware-
ness is Definitely Sexy. At the time of 
this writing, more than 50,000 AIDS 
cases have been diagnosed in this 
country, causing 28,000 deaths. In addi-
tion to these alarming numbers , it is be-
lieved that an additional 1. 5 million 
Americans are infected with the virus 
that do not know it. 
AIDS was discovered in the U.S. in 
1981 when several homosexual men 
were diagnosed as having the disease 
that was sweeping through Africa: 
AIDS. It is most likely that a French-
Canadian flight attendant, Gaetan 
Dugas, started the first wave of AIDS in 
America. Dugas, dying of AIDS him-
self, is believed to have had sexual re-
lations with as many as 2,500 men. Of 
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the first American AIDS patients, 1/5 
admit to having sex with Dugas or one of 
his partners . 
The HIV (immunodeficiency) virus 
that has been linked to the cause of AIDS 
can only be transmitted from person to 
person through infected blood or semen. 
AIDS is not solely linked to the homo-
sexual community. Currently the AIDS 
virus can be transmitted from an infected 
person to a healthy person three ways: 
sex, sharing a needle, or being born to an 
infected woman. 
Out of these bleak conditions, there 
has appeared some hope in the form of 
the FDA approved drug AZT (aziothy-
midine). AZT does not attack the HIV 
virus and is not a cure for AIDS, but it 
does prolong the life of AIDS patients by 
minimizing the virus in the system. 
However, it does have many undesirable 
side effects. Research in the direction of 
a cure is working on a "decoy" protein 
that would slow the virus' spreading. 
Testing on humans has not even started, 
1988 
however. 
To help the family and friends of dec-
eased AIDS victims cope with their 
grief, construction on a commemorative 
AIDS quilt began almost two years ago. 
Each 3" by 6" fabric panel was individu-
ally made by family or friends in honor 
of a loved one taken by the HIV virus. 
Most typical panels featured slogans of 
the remembered loved ones amid an 
array of symbols that captured the es-
sence of the person struck with AIDS . 
On Columbus Day weekend 1988 , an 
enormous 375,000 square feet of quilt 
was gathered and displayed in Wash-
ington, D. C. Representing the 50 states 
as well as a dozen foreign nations , this 
display provided to be an eye-opening 
event about the scope and universality of 
the AIDS crisis. In addition , the quilt 
construction provided a positive outlet 
for grief for those who had lost loved 
ones to the deadly virus. 
A. Dunckelmann 
U.S.- Soviet Relations Warm Up 
Now that the forty year-old rivalry be-
tween the U.S . and the Soviet Union is 
coming to a lull , President Bush is left 
with the challenge of ending the cold war 
and creating better relations. In the after-
math of Gorbachev' s progress in the 
U .S .S .R. with glasnost (more freedoms) 
and perestroika ( economic reform) , 
America can now take a different look at 
the Communist ideology that once 
seemed to threaten their way of life and 
the existence of capitalism. 
In his words to the United Nations in 
mid-December 1988 , Gorbachev pain-
ted a hopeful picture of the future , a pic-
ture where the threat of military power 
and the differences in ideology would no 
longer weigh heavily in foreign re-
lations . This change in Soviet discourse 
seemed surprising but positive to some 
Americans. 
Throughout the Reagan administra-
tion years, summit meetings were held 
among the world ' s superpowers in ef-
forts to attain world peace. In the after-
math of an agreement to eliminate cer-
tain nuclear weapons , 1988 was the year 
the efforts of President Reagan and 
Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev made a 
difference. At the end of Reagan ' s term, 
Gorbachev gave our nation an inspiring 
speech that captured the essence of the 
current U.S. - U.S .S.R. summits, and 
alluded to a continuation of these 
friendly policies. 
In his speech to the U. N. , Gorbachev 
pledged to strive for military reduction 
including the ultimate withdraw! of 
assualt units , river-crossing equipment 
and tanks that threaten a central portion 
of Europe in event of an attack. These 
promises of a military lessening also in-
eluded a shifting of the U.S.S.R. ' s re-
sources from military to economic 
goals. In addition to these military re-
ductions , Gorbachev spoke strongly of 
forbidding persecution in the U.S.S.R. 
on the basis of "political or religious be-
liefs". 
Naturally there was a great deal of 
skepticism on the part of the United 
States. However, hope was expressed 
that these promises would be honored in 
the near future. The important end , or 
perhaps beginning to this all is that for 
the first time in over four decades, the 
U.S. and the U.S.S.R. are starting to 
work together toward common goals. 
Think of the possibilities the two can ac-





Amid the tragedy and changes that 
marked 1988, classical violinist 
Gretchen Elizabeth Carlson came out 
smiling. As Miss America 1989, this 22 
year-old native of Minnesota will get the 
exciting opportunity to travel worldwide 
and represent our country. 
A. Dunckelmann 
Good Will 
1988 was the year that two California 
grey whales trapped in Alaska's ice 
commanded an effort of international 
good will. The whole world held a whale 
watch as rescue efforts from both the 
Soviets and the Americans lasted over 
three weeks. Their combined endeavor 
resulted in the successful cutting of the 
ice that eventually freed the whales. 
A. Dunckelmann 
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Tyson's Rocky Marriage 
After less than a year of matrimony, 
actress Robin Givens filed for divorc~ 
from her heavyweight hubby , boxer 
Mike Tyson. Following the disintigra-
tion of one of the most publicized marri-
ages of the year, Ms. Givens said that 
she was not after the estimated fifty mil-
lion dollars that she stands to collect 
from Tyson , but that she just wanted the 
marriage to end. She plans to donate any 
money she collects to charity. 
A. Dunckelmann 
The successful four day flight of the 
pace shuttle Discovery in September of 
988 marked America's return into 
pace. It took three years after the Chal-
enger disaster for NASA to coordinate 
ts' efforts in redesigning a safer space 
huttle. These efforts were rewarded by 
1 profitable mission. 






In October of 1988, Dodger fans 
jumped for joy in the aftermath of Los 
Angeles' 5-2 victory over the Oakland 
A's in the fifth game of the World 
Series. This is the sixth World Series 










President James J. Whalen 
Commencement is a time of tradition, 
and one of our traditions at Ithaca - at 
least one of my traditions - is that the 
senior class does not get away before 
"J .J." gets the last word. 
I cannot say that word "traditions" 
without thinking of our marvelous prod-
uction of "Fiddler on the Roof' last 
month, and of the great job our students 
and faculty did with that play. Among all 
else,. we had in Andy Davis the best 
Tevyae since Zero Mos tel. And Andy, if 
I have ever before, I will never again use 
that word, "traditions," loosely. 
When most of you started here four 
years ago, I welcomed you at your 
Freshman Convocation in a talk that had 
the rather odd title," A Sense of Balance 
and a Bridge to China." It was then that I 
told you about a small tradition of mine, 
my "Turtle Bridge." I wanted very much 
to tell you something that would help 
you as you faced the challenge of adjust-
ing to college. With my little, rickety 
Turtle Bridge as a metaphor, I spoke to 
you that morning about balance and 
equilibrium in your approach to your 
education here and in your life beyond 
Ithaca. 
I said then that more opportunities, 
more options and alternatives, and more 
enticements were ahead of you than you 
had ever faced previously or might ever 
face again . I encouraged you to 
approach your college years here with a 
sense of balance that would allow you to 
pursue your choosen academic interest 
with intensity, but which would keep 
you from overspecializing. I urged you 
to take advantage of the breadth of our 
offerings at Ithaca, to diversify your in-
terests, to try courses in areas foreign to 
you, precisely because they were foreign 
to you. 
I talked of the importance of the lib-
eral arts, regardless of your eventual 
major, in developing your capacity to 
think broadly and critically, to make 
judgements, to respect values and eth-
ical behavior and to gain a perspective 
on life that is based on understanding 
and compassion. I wanted you to bal-
ance your academic pursuits with your 
life outside the classroom, because fin-
ding the right blend of those aspects of 
your experience at Ithaca would be es-
sential to your success. I hoped that you 
would also find your own internal sense 
of balance, a personal equilibrium in 
your actions and thoughts that would 
serve you well throughout your life. 
The "Bridge to China" I spoke to you 
about at Convocation concerned a young 
man I met while travelling earlier that 
summer in China. I called him Mr. Lee , 
and he was my guide for part of that 
visit. Although he did speak English 
pretty well , he was nonetheless a victim 
of the Cultural Revolution. His formal 
education was limited, and he was 
largely unaware of the history of his 
country and his culture before Mao. I 
had told Mr. Lee about Ithaca College, 
and when he asked me about a small 
soapstone turtle I purchased, I told him 
the story about my Turtle Bridge and 
how I named it for a turtle I once saved 
there. After I returned home, I received a 
letter from Mr. Lee asking if I could help 
him come to America and study at Ithaca 
College. He asked me ifl could help him 
like I helped the turtle. 
At your Convocation four years ago, I 
told you that I did not know if I could 
help Mr. Lee, but that I had promised to 
try. To make a long story short , Mr. Lee 
has been a student here in our School of 
Communications for the past several 
years. He is doing well and plans to 
graduate at the end of the summer with a 
Masters Degree. He worked hard and 
had taken great risk to come this far. 
When he graduates, he will take with 
him not only the knowledge and experi-
ence he acquired here, but something of 
our Ithaca tradition. And our Ithaca 
tradtions will be affected by his presence 
as well - by this bridge to China and by 
the bridges built by all those who come 
to this campus from countries and cul-
tures different from ours. 
I remind you about Mr. Lee today be-
cause I want you to know, four years 
later, that I was able to help him with his 
education and he has held up his end of 
the bargain. I also hope that my remarks 
to you at Convocation that day may have 
been of some help to you. It is certainly 
my fondest wish for all of you that you 
did indeed explore and discover while 
you were here; that you did find the right 
balance; that you have shaped your per-
spective on the world and feel that you 
are better equipped to face it today than 
you were before you arrived. 
Now let me close with a couple 
traditions of my own. You may know 
that I have bestowed names on many of 
the classes that have graduated in the 
fourteen years I have been President 
-- starting with my original "Turtle 
Bridge Class" to my "Charlie Brown 
Class," to last year's "Camelot Class." 
When you pick up your diplomas in a 
few minutes, you will find a small mem-
ento from me in your diploma case, and 
you will understand why I am going to 
call you my "Rainbow Class." 
As you leave us, I hope that the 
special photograph of an Ithaca rainbow 
will remind you of the college and your 
years here. A rainbow is a magical kind 
of bridge, one with no discernible be-
ginning or end, one which spans the 
imagination and holds out infinite pro-
mise for the future. It is a poetical bridge 
that lifts our spirits and allows to reach 
towards our aspirations. It is the kind os 
bridge that I hope will help you on your 
way as you leave Ithaca and, being mag-
ical, it will always bring you back. This 
rainbow will always remind me of you 
and I hope it will make you remember 
this college which has been made better 
for you being here. We will take good 
care of this college until you return. 
Let me say good - bye for now with 
my last small tradition, "J.J.'s" Irish 
blessing: 
"May the road rise to meet you, 
May the wind be always at your 
back 
May the sun shine warm upon your 
face and the rains fall gently in your 
fields, 
And until we meet again, 
May God hold you in the palm of 
his hand 
All the days of your life." 
Sincerely, 
James J. Whalen 
Academics 14 7 
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Dean Arthur E. Ostrander 
Graduation from Ithaca College is a 
significant achievement. Progress for 
music majors over this period of time is 
primarily marked by development on 
their major instruments at juries at the 
end of the term, leading toward per-
formances in rep classes, Friday after-
noon recitals, and finally a solo recital or 
recitals in the junior or senior year. It 
also means four years of performance 
with a major ensemble, usually one of 
the bands or wind ensemble for in-
strumentalists, or choir, chorus, or 
women's chorale for vocalists. Most 
students will look back on the four con-
certs each of these ensembles performed 
each year as high points in their develop-
ment as musicians. 
Leaming over four years is also gau-
ged by progress in other ways. Sight-
singing and eurhythmics classes, sec-
ondary instrument classes, and theory 
and music history classes all contribute 
toward the building of musicianship. For 
music majors, courses outside of the 
school also add an important dimension 
beyond the major area. In looking back 
over four years, every student should 
sense not only an incredible time of 
growth and development, but also the 
establishment of standards of excellence 
for music performance which should 
serve as the foundation for solid prof-
essional careers in music. 
I wish all graduates well in their 
chosen careers and hope they will return 
to the campus often to update us on those 
careers and share the special joy that ex -
periences in performing music always 
bring. 
Sincerely, 














Dean Howard S. Erlich 
It is a pleasure to offer sincerest con-
gratulations and best wishes from the 
faculty , staff, and administration of the 
School of Humanities and Sciences. 
I hope you will find some quiet time to 
reflect on your years at Ithaca College. 
As freshman, most of you were con-
cerned primarily with whether Ithaca 
College could meet your needs, accoma-
date your weaknesses and challenge 
your strengths . But as your academic 
career developed, our relationship be-
came more reciprocal: as you grew soci-
ally and academically , you contributed 
more to the campus community. You 
participated actively in the extraordinary 
range of opportunities at IC - both in 
the classroom and outside. And all were 
enriched by your participation. 
As you enter a different and exciting 
phase of your life, I wish you similar op-
portunity: to find a world sympathetic to 
your needs, a world which nurtures your 
growth and development. Yet when 
much is given , much is expected , and 
your challenge is to recognize your re-
sponsibility to make your world a better 
place. 
This year ' s C.P. Snow speakers des-
cribed in graphic terms the enviromental 
assault which our globe is experiencing. 
I belive it is fair to say that social respon-
sibility is now tantamount to self protec-
tion. You face enormous challenges and 
exciting possibilities. Grasp them. 
Sincerely, 














Dean William Scoones 
The Class of 1989 has the distinction 
of being the first graduating class of the 
new School of Health Sciences and 
Human Performance. Those of you who 
entered as freshmen four years ago, or 
those of you who entered as transfer 
students prior to July 1, 1988, did so into 
either the School of Allied Health Prof-
essions or the School of Health, Physical 
Education and Recreation. Those two 
schools are now two Divisions within 
the School of Health Sciences and Per-
formance. 
The merger of the disciplines and de-
gree programs was a result of three years 
of study. It is also symbolic, I believe, of 
the professional milieu in which gradu-
ates from any of our programs will find 
themselves working. Although some of 
these degrees are clinical and therapeutic 
in nature, and others are more oriented 
Staff 
toward fitness and wellness, we are now 
well aware that they are all part of the 
health continuum. 
I sincerely believe that the years you 
have spent at Ithaca College have given 
you an excellent background for work-
ing together as well as being profession-
ally competent. The opportunities that 
you have had here to be a participating 
and contributing member of this special, 
caring, community in which you were 
given a chance to grow, will nourish you 
for the remainder of your life. 
All of us in the School of Health 
Sciences and Human Performance -
faculty, staff, and those of us in the 
Dean's office - congratulate you upon 
your achievements and wish you many 







The Academic Policy Committee was 
1e subject of much controversy this year 
1e to a proposal made by the Faculty 
ouncil which would have resulted in 
udent representation on the committee 
!ing cut from six students to three. The 
PC plays a significant role: it is respon-
ble for reviewing curriculum and acad-
nic policy related issues for the Ithaca 
ollege community. Without proper re-
~esentation of the student body , it was 
1estionable whether the needs of the 
udents would have been properly con-
dered by the Committee. 
The Student Government struggled to 
:tain the student representation by re-
:arching student and faculty opinions 
1d raising consciousness across the 
tmpus concerning the APC and its' pot-
1 tial new constituency. The vast 
1ajority of students polled did not feel 
that they would be adequately represen-
ted with any less than one student repre-
sentative per school. 
With this in mind, the Student Gov-
ernment proposed a revision, which was 
supported by the President and the 
Provost. The Provost wrote a proposal, 
which combined the Student Govern-
ment and Faculty Committee proposals, 
resulting in the following membership: 
the Provost (as a non-voting member), 
the Dean of each school, two faculty 
members from each school, three additi-
onal tenured faculty selected from the 
whole college, another additional fac-
ulty member, one student from each 
school (including the Student Govern-
ment Vice-President of Academics) and 
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Dean Thomas W. Bohn 
As you prepare to leave the secure and 
predictable academic world of fifty-
minutes classes, mid-term grades, and 
no eight o'clock for the ten-hour-a-day, 
seven o'clock breakfast meeting, per-
formance appraisal world of work, you 
may have a few unanswered questions. 
Peering out over the top of your newly 
minted diploma you undoubtedly see 
aworld that is changing rapidly and, in 
fact, may bear no resemblance to that 
described in classes or encountered in 
summer internships. Your orientation to 
the "real world" is over; it's time to con-
tinue the journey without the benefit of 
academic advisors. 
Understanding this new world means 
that you must continue to learn more 
about it. In that sense, your mission out 
of school should be the same as it was in 
school. 
Technological advances, new econ-
omic realities, and international issues 
are affecting and changing the world of 
communications. Your task is to anti-
cipate these changes, not simply to ac-
quire entry - level jobs, but to succeed 
in the profession of communications. By 
continuing to grow in your understand-
ing of communications, you will be pre-
pared not simply to accept change in 
your life and career, but anticipate and 
plan for it. 
Congratulations from all of us in the 
School of Communications. The future 
of communications depends on you; 
serve it well. 
Sincerely, 
















I welcome the opportunity to con-
gratulate you on the successful comple-
tion of your undergraduate education. 
The journey you have completed has 
been one with purpose and direction. 
The faculty and I have witnessed your 
transistion from adolescence to young 
adulthood. We have shared your joys 
and sorrows. We have worked with you 
as you have grown increasingly com-
Staff 
petent, insightful, and selfreliant. 
As you begin your careers please 
know that we will take great interest in 
your progress. We have done our utmost 
to prepare you for the future. We will 
take great pride in your accomplish-
ments. Your futures are bright and full of 
promise. 
Sincerely, 
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Linda Byrnes 



































































































Theatrical Prod . Arts 










































































































































































Human Resource Mgt. 
The Joys of 
Off-Campus 
Living 
Buzzzzzz. Click. "Good morning, 
\ Ithaca. I hope you 're having a great day, 
because I am. This is Carl Craft, and I'll 
be taking you through a great morning of 
progressive rock. It's about ten after six , 
and you're listening to the station for in-
novation, 92 WICB. It looks like it's 
going to be a beautiful day in Ithaca. 
Well, at least it isn't snowing now, so 
enjoy it. Here's a little Peter Gabriel for 
you from the listener line with 'Biko." 
Ugh. I hate getting up this early. 
When I lived on campus, I used to sleep 
until twenty minutes before my first 
class and still get there on time. Damn! I 
forgot to tum up the heat last night! I 
don ' t want to walk across the freezing 
living room floor, but I have to go to the 
bathroom. Ready , set, go! EEK! 000! 
EEE! Made it, and my feet are only 
slightly blue. 
Now for a nice hot shower to warm me 
up. Why is it taking this water so long to 
warm up? Lukewarm just isn't the same. 
Come on! No hot water? This is going to 
be a great day , I can tell already. I'd 
better call the landlord and tell him about 
month for cold showers in the winter. Oh This is my only class today! 
man! There's no food here either! What 10: 13. A ticket! At 10:05? That 
happened to my peanut butter Cap'n officer twenty-four has always hated 
Crunch? Great. My housemate ate it last me. A ticket for a cancelled class? What 
night. No breakfast today. a day! 
7:00. Time to go to class. Oh great! It 10:30. "You see , there weren ' t any 
snowed last night, so I have to dig my car spots open. There was no place to park. " 
out. I hate this. Come on car, START! I I explain nicely to Safety and Security. 
know you 're cold, but please start, just "I'm sorry, but that will be fifteen 
this once? Good. dollars for your third offense. Two 
Whoa! Nice roads. I almost hit that more, and you will lose parking priv-
telephone pole back there. I hate these ileges on campus completely." 
hills.Justalittlefarther,justtoRogan's , "Privileges!" That's not what I call 
car, just get me to campus and you can them. Parking panic is more like it. 
rest all day. Finally. Good job, car. 11:00. Home sweet home. Still no hot 
7:30. Slot. Now I have to find a spot. water or food, but at least it's quiet. 
8:00. Still looking. Wait, there's a "Come on everyone, let's get into 
spot. Oh no! "You jerk!" I yell, "I saw shape. Ready? Place your legs shoulder 
that spot first!" Too late. I don ' t believe length apart and stretch! One , two , one, 
it. I get up every morning at six when my two, and push, and push ... " 
first class is at ten, just to get a parking Quiet, that is, until my neighbors get 
spot. up and turn on their t. v. Who said living 
8:30. Well, okay, it's not really a par- on your own is great? 
king spot, but there ' s no one parked J. Filler 
there. Please don't let me get a ticket, 
not today. 
10:00. Class cancelled? What do you 
mean, class is cancelled? I got up at six 
it. I'm not paying a million dollars a this morning just to get here on time! 
























































































































































Human Resource Mgt. 
Jennifer Hahn 











































































Phys ical Therapy 
Joseph Homer 














































































Medical Records Admin. 
Amanda Josiah 
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Jennifer Karel 



































































Community Health Ed. 























Phys ical Education 
Mary LaDuke 







Marie Labrio la 






















































Beth Locate lli 
Physical Therapy 
Kimberl y Love 
Speech Path/ Audio 
Kelly Lochridge 









Chri stina Luglan 
Corporate Communications 
Kri sten Lyons 
Theater 
Roll out the Red Carpet 
Parents weekend. The mere sound of 
this phrase is enough to make any stu-
dent shudder. Parents weekend is one of 
the few times most parents will visit their 
children at school , and it's a good thing. 
Parents weekend is an uproarious 
time. First of all, you have to clean. 
Time to scrape two months of filth, laun-
dry and empty beer cans off of the floor , 
only to find your long lost roommate un-
derneath. 
Next you have to figure out what to do 
with them. Should you take them to the 
Dance Concert? A play? A banquet? My 
gosh, you have to amuse them for two 
whole days! What are you going to do? 
Finally they arrive (early, of course , 
catching you off guard). "Hi!" you say 
enthusiastically. "I missed you. 
Honestly." 
Phew. It's over, and you survived. 
First you gave them the deluxe tour. ( and 
on your left is the library , where I spend 
all my free time.) Next was dinner at 
Simeons and a play. Then you spent the 
next day at the Commons, W egmans and 
Pyramid Mall, shopping. It really is 
amazing how much they' 11 spend on you 
if you whimper and look hungry. Then 
you had Sunday brunch at the Union. 
"Really," you say, "the food is never this 
good." Finally, they ' re gone and you 
survived. Still, it was nice to see them. 
B.Meeds 







Medical Record Adm in . 
Kimberl y Manolescu 
Accounting 
Annette Maronian 
Phys ical Therapy 
Sharon Marshall 
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Matthew Miller 



























































Theater Arts Mgt. 
David Myers 
Finance/Management 
' Julie MacNeil 
Medical Record Admin . 
Kelly Mccusker 
Marketing 
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Ellen McDermott 








































Phys ical Therapy 
Jean Oursler 
Theater Arts Mgt. 
Anastasia Panayotopoulou 
Politics 


























































Speech Path/ Audiology 
Lee Pierce 














































































































































































Phys ical Education 
Jill Seibel 










































Jacqueline Siga l 
T V/Radio 




Andrew Sil ver 
Politics 






Remember back to freshman year 
when you thought that academic stress 
meant the transition from high school to 
college? Didn't it all seem so easy that 
first year when successful time manage-
ment meant decent grades? Well , after 
four years of practice, did your senior 
year seem a little less stressful? No? It 
seems that academic stress starts out as 
learning how to continously work on 
assignments so that everything doesn't 
have to be done at once,and grows into 
learning how to tackle tougher assign-
ments that require more work. 
"I wish it would go away!", says stu-
dent Mitch Feder, summing up the 
common opinion about academic stress. 
But what exactly is academic stress? 
Although it may not be universal for all 
majors, it exists in TV/Ras well as PT. 
Lori Rubin found that the easiest defini-
tion of academic stress is "An extreme 
overload of work when everything is due 
Derr 
at one time that makes you want to pull Kathy Moriarty prefers to pull all-
your hair out." nighters. 
Now that we know what academic Do any of these solutions for acad-
stress is, how does everyone handle it? emic stress sound familiar? The best sol-
Steve Russin just sits down and does it, ution, advises Mitch Feder, is to have a 
while Laurette Benedetta procrastinates life away from your studies. And after 
until the assignment is due. Neal Cox- graduation you will have no more acad-
worth tackles his work as it is assigned, emic stress. (Graduate school, 
while Renee Chapdelaine is always cat- anyone? ... ) 
ching up. Dan Weinstock plans when he A. Dunckelmann 
will do his papers ahead of time, but 
Staff 

























































































































































































































































Marybeth Balloni 1968 - 1989 
... When you part from your friend, you 
grieve not; 
For that which you love most in him 
may be clearer in his absence, 
As the mountain to the climber is 
clearer from the plain .. . 
Kahlil Gibran 
I 
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Finals Week Fun 
Finals week. Otherwise known as the 
crunch, the big finish, or the week of 
pure unadulturated torture. There we 
were, happy enough, enjoying our 
careers as carefree college students, 
when suddenly out of nowhere we were 
bombarded with a million papers, final 
projects and exams. "I could have 
planned ahead" we sighed, but instead of 
devoting weekends to "getting ahead", 
we took the "catching up" option. After 
all, we were secure with the philosophy 
of "Why do today what I can put off until 
tomorrow?" Well, tomorrow was here, 
and it was time to do that work. 
Everything is intensified during finals 
week: more work, more stress,and more 
parties. The field of gravity around your 
bed starts to become irresistable. Not 
only do you find yourself unwilling to 
get up in the morning, you realize that by 
merely entering your room you are in 
danger of being sucked into the bed 
mode. 
You decide that it isn't too late to 
become a gas station attendant 
somewhere on the outskirts of Trumans-
burg. You don't need to be educated to 
be happy, you tell yourself. You def-
initely don't need a degree to sleep. But 
then you remember your dreams, your 
destiny. "I should have majored in Un-
derwater Basket Weaving," you sigh as 
you return to your books, or word pro-
cessor, or whatever project is due before 
you can rest. 
Ah, sweet college life! The bliss of 
late-night-pizza nausea, the tension of 
typewriter ribbons running out, the hor-
rors of looking into the mirror and being 
greeted by one of the zombies from the 
living dead. That incredible feeling of 
waking up after forty-five minutes of 
sleep and crawling to a class to hand in a 
paper. 
Finals week is tough to remember be-
cause, in time, it all becomes one big 
blur. Years of exams and papers and pro-
jects all get lumped together and filed 
away in one vast memory slot. What do 
we remember? Our friendships. The 
study session/bonding we did; the 
Ohmygod-I-think-I Passed toast; 
the Oh no! I - Think - I - Bombed 
six pack; the tears as we hugged our 
graduating friends goodbye; the smiles 
as we made plans to get together again 
over the years. It's tough to say 
goodbye, especially when you've been 
engrossed with your work for so long 
that you'd almost forgotten the people 
who count so much more than any grade. 
Finals week leaves you tom between a 
horrible urge to get the heck out of Ithaca 
as fast as you can, and the overwhelming 
desire to stay forever with your closest 
friends. Finals week is horrific, but a 
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140-7 Benchley Place RD #I Box 52 24 Bonwil Road Bruce Browning 688 1 Greenway Road 
Bldg 23 Apt 7E Odessa, NY 14869 Rye Brook, NY 10573 1230 Park Avenue Verona, NY 13478 
Bronx, NY 10475 Stephen Baker Patricia Best New Yorlc . NY 10128 James Chadwick 
Kristi Adomato 3073 N. Sheppard Ave P.O. Box 27 1 Carol Brownson 84 Maugus Avenue 
7536 Indian Trail Milwalkee , WI 532 1 I Ml. Laurel, NJ 08054 81 Summil Drive Wellesley , MA 02 I 81 
Poland , OH 445 14 Thomas Baker Denise Betzag Hastingson Hud. NY 10706 Karen Chadwick 
Sharon Ainsberg 107 Hickory Place 170 Laurel Lane Roger Bryson 562 Midline Road 
4525 Henry Hudson Pkwy llhaca. NY 14850 Laurel Hollow, NY 11 79 1 400 Madison Hill Road Freeville , NY I 3068 
Bronx. Ny 1047 1 Jason Balaban . Peter Bianchi Clark, NJ 07066 Scott Chalk 
Hilary Albert 4 Edward Court 14 1 Tioga Drive S . Connie Buckstein 82 Greenway Close 
24 Hooker Lane Tenafly, NJ 07670 Rochesler , NY 14616 2124 S Ammons Rye Brook, NY 10573 
Cos Cob, CT 06807 Melanie Balaniz Mark Bierman Lakewood , CO 80227 John Chaplin UI 
Douglas Albertsman 68 Paula Drive 5 Whiunan SI Bradley Buell Can1erbury Road 
R.D. #1 , Box 212 Long Valley , NJ 07853 W. Orange. NJ 07052 11 17 Taughannock Blvd . P.O. Box 505 
Trumansburg, NY 14886 Maria Bangerter Lisa Big Ithaca, NY 14850 
Ft . Montgomery , NY 10922 
Nancy Albrecht 120 Columbia Slreet 279 Quassaick Ave Anal Buiumsohn Barri Chase 
9675 Darien Road Ithaca , NY 14850 New Windsor , NY 12550 4 Whitewood Road 4448 Woodfield Blvd . 
West Falls, NY 14170 Rebecca Barca Eric Birdsall White Plains, NY 10603 
Boca Ralon, FL 33434 
Deborah Albright I 95 Belmont Rd Box 58 , Coll ier S1ree1 Joanne Bumpus Marjorie Chen 
Box I 38 , Martin Road Harwich, MA 0267 1 Lisle, NY 13797 6 Island Lane 4770 Echo Park Road 
Voorheesvi lle , NY 12186 Caryn Barclay Rebecca Birkett Canandaigua, NY 14424 
Liverpool, NY I 3088 
Douglas Alford 18 1 Lake Avenue 2 Copeland Dr. Dawn Burckley Hsiao Cheng 
I 9 Snake Brook Road Hilton. NY 14468 Suffern , N:Y 10901 65 Charles Avenue I 64 Kendall Ave 
Wayland, MA 0 1778 Carolyn Bard Timothy Blaisdell Massapequa Pk .• NY 11762 
Ithaca , NY 14850 
Alfred Alig 11 8 Spruce SI. 3532 Layton S1ree1 Colin Burdick Jeffrey Cherins 
700 W. 56th S1ree1 Philadelphia. PA 19106 Lyons, NY 14489 16 Marvin S1ree1 28 Ross Road 
Indianapolis, In 46208 Julianne Barnes Scott Blake Clinlon, NY 13323 
Livingston, NJ 07039 
Dru Allard I Ronald Road P.O . Box 883 Daniel Burgess Peter ChiarelJa 
P.O. Box 357 Bradford , PA 1670 1 Waldoboro, ME 04572 595 Lincoln Avenue 21 Vick Park B 
Denver, Co 8020 1 Marc Baron Tracy Blitz Lockport , NY 14094 
Rochester, NY 14607 
Charles Allen 69 Selwyn Road 18 Ponderosa Lane Dana Burgie Tim Christensen 
Robin Hill, George Rd . Newlon, MA 02 16 1 L. Ronkonkoma, NY 11 779 27 Colonial Parkway 8 Eyland Avenue 
Kingslon-Upon-Thames Christopher Barrett Stephen Bloom Piusford, NY 14535 
Succasunna, NJ 07876 
London, U.K. 1055 Hardscrabble Road I 72 Trapclo Rd Lisa Burgio Laurie Chuckran 
John Allen Chappaqua, NY 105 14 Lincoln , MA 01773 36 Elmford Road 20 Easl Abbou Slreel 
188 Broadway Pamela Barrett Ann Bluestone Rochesler, NY 14606 
Lansford , PA 18232 
Schuylerville , NY 12871 413 Hillside Avenue 93 Lake Shore Drive Kevin Burke Catherine Cimmino 
Scott Allen Nutley , NJ 07110 Rockaway, NJ 07866 7 Mohawk Place 19304 Richwood Court 
32 Roosevelt Drive Wendy Bart Cindy. Blumenthal Randolph , NJ 07869 
Brookevi lle, MD 20833 
Boyertown , PA 195 12 5848 Briarhill Drive 26 Farragut Road Helen Burman Susan Cirisano 
Robert Amante Jr Solon, OH 441 39 Old Bethpage. NY 11804 2 I 9 112 Goldenrod 6 S1ony Wood Road 
15 Prospecl Road Susan Bartemus Louis Bock Houslon, TX 77009 
E. Setaukel, NY 11733 
Parsippany, NJ 07054 62 Westland Avenue 30 Old Army Road Larry Burns 
Edward Clark 
Thomas Ambury Rochesler, NY 146 18 Scarsdale , NY 10583 360 Hill Slreel 
I Montgomery Avenue 
2100 East Chesler Rd . Christopher Bartnik Richard Bodian Southamp<on, NY 11%8 
Montville, NJ 07045 
Apl #58 380 Lein Road 15 Clover Drive Miriam Bur,;tein 
Kimberly Clark 
Bronx, NY 1046 1 W. Senecca, NY 14224 Great Neck, NY 11 02 1 1402 Beverly Road 
6344 Lake Rd., R.D.#2 
Lisa Amerino Raif'lel Bass Nicole Bonanni Brooklyn, NY 11 226 
Pulaski , NY 13142 
24 Wiggins Streel 228 Overlook Road 134 Ches1nu1 S1ree1 Richard Burton 
Todd Clarke 
Lk Ronkonkoma, NY 11 779 New Rochelle . NY 10804 Boonlon, NJ 07005 1555 Taughannock Blvd. 
9 Creekside Drive 
Annette Ames Luella Bateman Carol Bonner Ithaca , NY 14850 
Honeoye Falls, NY 14472 
Box 58 R.D. # I, Box 237 11 Hiawatha Drive Deborah Butler 
Elizabeth Clary 
Deansboro, NY 13328 Aurora, NY 13026 Guilderland , NY 12084 11 0 Beeching S1ree1 
325 W. Buffalo SI. 
Nadine Ames Gina Battista Jesse Booth Worcester, MA 0 1602 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
14 Hollisler Streel 3 Fairfield Road 398 Main Slreel Eric Butterbaugh Jennifer Clary Dundee, NY 14837 Greenwich, CT 06830 Saco, ME 04072 American Embassy 26 Metacomen Road 
David Amodie Peter Bayer Jennifer Romack Box 390 
Scituate, MA 02066 
Cedarwood Blvd Bldg A4 63 Winthrop Drive 5 Marlin Court APO, NY 09080 Michelle Clodfelter Baldwinsville , NY 13027 Peekskill , NY 10566 Sea Cliff, NY 11 579 Danielle Buvitt 840 I Pos1oak Road 
Gang An Adam Beacher Rosemarie Bom y 51 Hidden Ledge Rd 
Po1omac , MD 20854 
307 57 Bdg Zijin Beil i 15 Washinglon's Advnce 33 Foxwood Drive Englewood, NJ 0763 1 
Janet Cobb 
Quixiangnan Rd Hexi Freehold , NJ 07728 Mooreslown , NJ 08057 Donald Byington 
1575 Easl 174th S1ree1 
Tianj in China 
Andrew Bean Charles Bossert 229 Bowlby Rd 
Bronx. NY 10472 
Curtis Ander,;en 30 Sibley Drive 423 Wood Road Elmira , NY 14901 John Cobb 
4 IO South Meriden Rd Wes1 Seneca . NY 14224 Rochesler, NY 14626 Thomas Byrne 9016 Marseille Drive Cheshire , CT 064 10 
David Beck Steven Bossert 56 Deerpath Road 
Potomac . MD 20854 
Philip Anderson 35- 1 Coach Circle 423 Wood Road Chalfonl , PA 18914 Adeena Cohen 
604 N. Cayuga S1ree1 Naugatuck, CT 06770 Roches1er. NY 14626 Cassandra Byrnes 
4 Beverly Road 
hhaca, NY 14850 Wesl Orange , NJ 07052 
Denise Beck Rebecca Bostwick 20 13 Bayshore Ave Christine Angland 256 Dorchester Rd 4601 Compass Rose # 16 Briganline, NJ 08203 
Debra Cohen 
12 Robert Circle 57 Brookdale Drive 
Syosset , NY 11 79 1 
River Edge , NJ 07661 Vermil ion , OH 44089 Linda Byrnes Will iamsville, NY 14221 
Jennifer Anspach 
Sara Beck David Bolnick 49 South Stale S1reet Harris Cohen 
33 Willowmere Circle 
54 13 Cedarwood Dr 2097 Wesl Hamp<on Road Nunda, NY 145 17 8 Splil Rail Court 
Riverside , CT 06878 
Raleigh, NC 27609 Binghamlon, NY 13903 Donna Cacciatori Dix Hills, NY 11746 
Melissa Anstett 
Anne Begalke Eva Botos 1036 Westbrook Drive Russell Cohen 138 Ea1on Way 20 I Bastian Rd Rome, NY 13440 69 1 Beach Road Cherry Hill , NJ 08003 Rochesler. NY 14612 Jane Cameron 
10 I Wilminglon Drive 
Angola, NY 14006 
Danielle Beiter Dawn Botwen 29 Fairview A venue 
Melville , NY 11747 
Jeffrey Antinoff 6799 Shawnee Road 435 Bogert A venue Arlington, MA 02 174 
Stephen Cohn 
51 9 Couniry Club Drive 562 Oriole Lane 
Cherry Hill , NJ 08003 N. Tonawanda, NY 14 120 Ridgewood, NJ 07450 Michelle Cambi Dresher, PA 19025 
Jeanne Appelquist Katherine Beja Mary-Kate Bourn 
10 Paerdegal 14 S1ree1 
Jacqueline Coir 
70 Kelcharns Road 7 Damon Road Brooklyn, NY 11 236 60 Highland Road Hicksville , NY 11 80 1 Ashby, MA 0 143 1 Michael Cantone 
114 Lowdon S1ree1 
Bloomingdale . NJ 07403 N. Syracuse , NY 13212 
Jeanne Arbuckle 
Emily Belanger Sherrilyn Bowman 21 Pleasanl Ridge Dr. Michele Cole 
Box 36 100 Pond SI Ap< #36 7 Charles S1ree1 
Poughkeepsie , NY 12603 
94 Stevenson Road 
Cochranlon, PA 163 14 
Cohassel , MA 02025 Batavia , NY 14020 Tracy Cantor Meriden, Ct 06450 
John Archambault Craig Bekher Ellen Boyle 
47 Oxbow Place 
Jennifer Colin 
P.O. Box 7000- 136 
6 Hunter Lane 26 Filkiry Wayne , NJ 07470 34 Calgary Circle 
Redondo Beach, CA 90277 Cortland , NY 13045 Fai rport , NY 14550 Lisa Careather,; Morganville , NJ 07751 
Nancy Archer Gregory Bell Todd Bradbury 
2550 Independence Ave . 
Kendra Collins 
454 Prospecl Ave # 34 
100 Fifth S1ree1 Box 218 Bronx. NY 10463 15 Milano Drive 
West Orange . NJ 07052 
Liverpool , NY 13088 Brcwerton, NY 13029 Geriianne Carillo Pougkcepsie, NY 12603 
Brian Arffa James Bellissimo Kari Bradley 
2034 Henry S1ree1 
William Collins 
25 Richards A venue 17 Tanglewood Road 304 32nd Slreet 
Bellmore, NY 11 710 
18 Berkshire Drive 
Sharon, MA 02067 
Scarsdale , NY 10583 Lindenhursl , NY 11 757 Julie Carr Dryden, NY 1305 3 
Glenn Armitage Jean Bendix Scott Brandon 
15 1 Prospecl Ave 
David Collyer 
#4 105 Maple C1 IO Nighlingale Path Apt#l 9E 77 15 Buckingham Road Newark, NY 145 13 Newton, MA 02 159 Hackensack, NJ 07601 
106 Horse Tavern Rd 
Cincinnati, OH 45243 Trumbull , CT 06611 
Donald Aronow Maribeth Benenati Douglas Braunstein 
Kristen Carr 
Stacey Colquhoun 
3 Burlington A venue R.D.# 1. Box 6% 10204 Counselman Rd . 
3455 Slony Point Rd . 
38 Piu A venue 
Suffern . NY 1090 1 
Norwich, NY 138 15 Potomac, MD 20854 Grand Island , NY 14072 Deer Park, NY 11729 
Lisa Aronowitz Christina Beni Mary Bray 
Frederick Carragher 
Colleen Comer 
152 Grandview A venue Star RI. , Bray Road 11 48 Cedar Blvd . 53 Jay Slreel Edison, NJ 08837 Cen1ral Bridge, NY 12035 Piusburgh. PA 15228 
50 I 4 Homeview Drive 
Katonah , NY 10536 Liverpool, NY 13088 
Nadine Aronson 
Mathew Bennett Kimberly Brqe Stephen Carreiro Christopher Compisi 
16 Northbrook Road 1606 Rolling Acres Rd. 120 Cuddeback Rd. 
75 Franklin Slreel 34 Cider Creek Circle 
Spring Val ley . NY 10977 
Pine Cily, NY 1487 1 Phelps , NY 14532 Provincetown , MA 02657 Rochesler, NY 146 16 
Denise Aucoin Pamela Bennett Cindy Bres.sler 
Peter Carriuolo Terence Condren 
38 Bank S1ree1 147 1 Bill inglon Road 913 Easl 27th Slreel 
Northeasl Rd 416 Cascadilla SI 
Newfield , NY 14867 East Aurora, NY 14052 Brooklyn, NY 11210 
Farmington, CT 06032 Ithaca, NY 14850 
Annaliese Austin Tara Bennett Lisa Broida 
Lori Cartwright Nancy Conley 
124 Liberty Slreel 104C Pompano Dr. S.E. 8 Rochsolach Road 
215 S. Middletown Road 
38 Bayberry Circle 
Palmyra. NY 14522 S1. Pelersburg,FL 33705 Paoli , PA 19301 
Media , PA 19063 Liverpool, NY 13090 
Jennifer Avery Gregory Benson Jeffrey Bromfeld 
Michele Carufe Susan Connally 
44 18 Olympus Heights 26 12 Seneca Turnpike 40 Wingate Drive 
33 Vankirk Rd 523 6th A venue 
Syracuse, NY 132 15 Marcellus, NY 13108 Livingston, NJ 07039 
Newfield , NY 14867 Troy, NY 12182 
Lisa Ayd Pamela Benson David Bronger 
Beth Caspary Amy Connor 
7833 HighPoint Road #9 Hill Drive 568 Asbury Road 
512 Bradford Pkwy . 5658 Kings School Rd. 
Ballimore, MD 21234 S1. Louis, MO 63122 Freeville , NY 13068 
Syracuse, NY 13224 Bethel Park, PA 15102 
Amy Ayer,; Jill Ann Bentley Pamela Brooks Michael Cassano Tara Considine 
330 Aldenshire Pl 3908 E. 28th Ave Ap<#D 3645 Chimney Swifl Dr. 11 Parker Lane 8 Smith S1ree1 
Dunwoody, GA 30338 Tacoma, WA 98404 Huntingdn Vly. PA 19006 Shokan , NY 1248 1 Newlon, NJ 07860 
Jeffrey Backal Gabriel Benvenuto Michael Brophy Catherine Cassetta Jeffrey Consolati 
1025 Dell Drive 57 Counlry Downs Circl 45 Pershing A venue I 3 Montezuma Slreet I I Debra A venue 
Cherry Hill , NJ 08003 Fairport . NY 14450 Ossining, NY 10562 Lyons, NY 14489 Lee, MA 0 1238 
Barbara Baier Tracey Berecki James Broschart Jessica Castaneda Stephanie Constantine 
P.O. Box 4 15 Halsey Valley Road 978 Moun! Zoar Road 170 I Reinerman 2271 Nelson Drive 
Delhi, NY 13753 Spencer, NY 14883 Elmira, NY 14904 Houslon, TX 77007 Schenectady. NY 12309 
Craig Bailey Alyson Berger Debra Brown Catalina Castells Marlene Cook 
R.D. # 3, Berl in 2 IO Second Slreet 96 1 E Stale SI Apl 3 IO Colds1rearn Lane 1490 Bowen Road 
Barre . VT 0564 1 Hicksville. NY 11 801 Ithaca, NY 14850 Up . Saddle Rvr.. NJ 07458 Elma, NY 14059 
276 Class Directory 
Susan Cook Anthony Defazio Bradley Drummer Melissa Fingar Michele Galper 
203 Greenwood Road 695 Sproul Road 6430 Hannony Grove Rd . 22 Cannon HiU Road 38-28 Brookside Ave 
Dewitt . NY 13214 Bryn Mawr. PA 190 10 Dover. PA 17315 Rochester. NY 14624 Fair Lawn , NJ 074 10 
Timothy Cook Christine Defrancisco Heather Dube Nancy Fink Gabrielle Garofalo 
23 Oakwood Drive R.D.# 3. Box 3492 6 Goodyear Street 2 East End A venue 349 Ridgewood Avenue 
Glens Falls, NY 12801 Sandhill Road Beverly. MA 0 19 15 New York . NY 1002 1 Glen Ridge , NJ 07028 
Beth Coonan Fleetwood, PA 19522 Danielle Duell RandttFlnkelstein Daniel Gee 
73 Stone Rd Jill Degenhardt 27 High Street 7 Mansfield Drive 940 Ridge Road 
Rochester , NY 14616 985 Carriage Lane Southboro , MA 0 1772 Massapequa Pk .. NY 11 762 Lansing. NY 14882 
Anne Cooney Huntingdon Vly. PA 19006 
?;~~~p 
Richard Fish Brenda Geehrer 
160 W. WiUiarn Street Kris.sa DegeMaro Box 498. Bridge Lane Southside Rd 
Corning, NY 14830 6 Stony Brook Road Warrensburg , NY 12885 Shenorock, NY 10587 MargaretviUe . NY I 2455 
Michael Corapi Clarks Green. PA 184 1 I John Duff Debra Fishbach Suzanne Geer 
133 Blair St. Marie Deguilla 39 County Road 250 East 40th Street 8 Punell Dr 
Ithaca . NY 14850 94-09 121 Street Essex. MA 0 1929 # 23D Apalachin . NY 13732 
Amy Cordner Richmond Hil l Tabitha Dundore New York. NY 10016 Claudia Geiger 
384 W. Forest Grove Rd Queens . NY 11 419 3 121 Octagon Avenue MkheUe Fisher 44 Quebec Drive 
Vineland , NJ 08360 Reinaldo DeJesus Sinking Spring. PA I 9608 485 I Tripharnmer Rd . Huntingtn Sta .. NY 11746 
Donlllllee Corrieri 1735 Lafeyelle A venue Kelley Dunn Geneseo . NY 14454 Paul Geissler 
62 C. E. Penney Drive Apartment # D6 20 Green Street Joanna Fitzgerald 72 South Street 
Wallkill . NY 12589 Bronx . NY 10473 Mohawk , NY 13407 64 Kenwood Dr Manasquan. NJ 08736 
Sara Corrigan Robert Delaney Richard Dunn Plymouth . MA 02360 Jay Gemski 
730 Hudson Street 7 Heritage Lane 1450 1 Carrolton Rd . Rosemary Fitzgerald RD3 Bx 103 Old York Rd 
Hawley, PA 18428 Convent Sta . . NJ 07961 Rockvi lle, MD 20853 P.O. Box 1033 Ringoes. NJ 0855 1 
Kenneth Cotton Javier Delatorre Paul Durgala Torrington . CT 06790 Tracy Genovese 
27 Hickory Hill Lane A l 3 Menfias St. 11 Linn Avenue Amy Fix 94 Nathan Hale Drive 
Framingham , MA 01 70 1 ~ i~asp ~ -:~!6 Auburn , NY 1302 1 6203 Tobinlea Circle Stamford . CT 06902 
Kari Cousins Ann Dusinberre E. Syracuse . NY I 3057 Joann Genzanto 
104 E. Main Street Loois Delfino 327 Coddington Christopher Flanagan 
9 Redwood Street 
Penn Yan . NY 14527 215 Carroll Avenue Ithaca. NY 14850 Edison . NJ 088 17 
Mamaroneck. NY 10543 268 7th Street 
John Cozier Sandra Dutkowsky Brooklyn. NY I 1215 Jennifer Gerbasi 
1001 2 Wealherwood Ct. Maria Elena Dellera 2822 Yale Street Eileen Flanagan R.D.#1 
Potomac . MD 20854 212 Vanderbilt Ave E~dwell . NY 13760 56 I Bone Plain Road 
Brentwood , NY 11717 11 Cold Spring Hills Freevi lle . NY I 3068 
Beth Cramer Alison Dwyer Huntington. NY 11 743 
4 Whisperwood Coun Dina Deluca 203 Nonh Edwards Ave Norman Gerry 
Rockville, MD 20852 R.R.# 2 Southview Coun Syracuse . NY I 3206 Erica Fleischman 3870 Covington Road 
Christine Cramer 
Wading River. NY I 1792 
Margaret Dyer 
42 Bal l Street South Euclid . OH 44 121 
896 Hao Street Patrick Deluca 3 I Blueberry Lane 
Nonhboro . MA 0 1532 Kevin Gersbowitz 
Honolulu . HI 9682 1 Westover Park N. Kingstown . RJ 02852 Christopher Fletcher 152 The Helm 
William Crankshaw Stamford , CT 06902 James Ecker 
114 Garren Road East Islip. NY 11 730 
104 W Green St David Demchak 2 I Drake Road 
Ithaca. NY 14850 Paul Ghostlaw 
Johnstown . NY 12095 P.O . Box 653 Lansing, NY 14882 Mark Flynn P.O. Box 52 
Sussex , NJ 0746 1 Lynne Egensteiner 
6930 Cedar St. Center Street 
Lisa Croddy Akron. NY 1400 1 Fon Covington. NY 12937 
22 I Haverford A venue Laura Deming 99 Foxridge Road Nancy Flynn Teresa Giampietro Swarthmore , PA 19081 I I 2 Penny Lane Stamford . CT 06903 
Ithaca. NY 14850 6930 Cedar St. 7 1 I N. Tioga St David Cron 
Fem Dennett 
Marjorie Eilert.sen Akron. NY 1400 1 Ithaca, NY 14850 
12 Fenelon Road 88 Darroch Road Thomas Folan III 
Framingham, MA 01 701 #I Kings Highway Delmar. NY 12054 Jill Gibbs 
David Croke 
Warwick, NY 10990 Meredith Ellman 
202 Dey St 11 8 Riverside Ave 
Ithaca . NY 14850 Lyndhurst . NJ 0707 I 
468 Westgate Dr William DeMis 838 Kendrick Street 
409 Mitchell Street Philaldelphia. PA 19111 Peter Foland Joseph Giglio Edison . NJ 08820 
Ithaca, NY 14850 Hemlock Road 2803 Bellmore A venue 
Sarah Cronin 
Michelle DeMison 
Patricia Ellner Oneonta . NY I 3820 Bellmoce . NY 11 7 10 
8 Normandy Road 
RD# I , Box 40 , Flood Rd 
500 E. 85th Street Vincent Forgione Dean Gilbert Larchmont , NY 10538 
Randolph . NY 14772 
New York , NY 10028 3 Oxford Street 24 Overbrook Road 
Susan Crotty JoaMe Encarnacion Islip . NY 11 75 1 East Lyme , CT 06333 
22 Nonh Ocean Ave . Lynn DeRoberts 14 10 Parkchester Road Steven Forlano Ellen Gilbert Islip, NY 11 795 6 134 Heri tage Coun C/oMalhis 14 Hickory Drive 23 Farmstead Drive 
Ian Cunningham Brewen on . NY 13029 New York . NY 10462 Greenwich. CT 06830 Parsippany. NJ 07054 
R.D. # 2. Box 422-A Barbara Desjardins Edward Engle James Forster Jane Gilbert Oneonta , NY I 3820 Daniels road 11 29 Windward Ave . 
Rowley. MA 01969 Beachwood , NJ 08722 
67 Golden Hill 24 Ridgeway A venue 
Margaret Cupp Trumbull. CT 066 1 I Pitts field , MA 0 1201 
700 Warren Rd Susan Dessert Valerie Engle Andrea Forti Christopher Gill Ithaca , NY 14850 73 Deer Run 2040 Westcreek Lane 
Williamsville . NY 1422 1 Apartment 7C 
5 Woodside Park 26 Duke Street 
Neil Curtis Winthrop. MA 02 152 Brockville Ontario 
400 Parsonage Street Stephen Detjen Houston. TX 77027 Christine Foster Canada 
Marshfield . MA 02050 42 1 Wells Ave West Audrey Epstein 5 183 Foster Rd . R.D.#4 Thomas Gillies 
Michael Cushman N. Syracuse . NY 132 12 55 Manin Road Conland. NY I 3045 4809 Tabaro Place 
20 Lake Shore Dr R.D. 8 Marilynn Dibble Ponland. ME 04 103 Nicole Fournier Annandale , VA 22003 
Lawrenceville , NJ 08648 4690 Preston Road Harvey Epstein 21 Champlain Drive 
Leigh Cypres Cazenovia , NY 13035 142 Tardy Lane South Old Lyme . CT 0637 1 Kirsten Gillman 
24 PO<ter Road 'tisa Dichiara Wantagh, NY I 1793 8 Hazelwood Avenue 
Andover. MA 0 18 10 7 Hillside Couns Julie Epstein Kay Fox Waterville. ME 04901 
E. Stroudsburg. PA 18301 699 Charles River St 824 Castalia Street Marcia Ginsberg John D' Agostino Bellevue . OH 448 I I 
9 I Boca A venue Sterling Dickinson Needham . MA 02192 22 Eagle Drive 
Rochester , NY 14626 880 Stony Mill Road James Esposito Robert Fox Newington. CT 06 111 48 Buena Vista Blvd 
Debra Dabrowski Wilbraham. MA 0 1095 150 Willow Street Lindenhurst. NY 11 757 Laurie Giroux 
22 Smoky Hill Road Albert Dicruttalo Guilderland. NY 12084 123 West Sherman Ave 
Berlin . CT 06037 16 Easterly Street Donald Eytel Diane Frangos Newark . NY 1451 3 
Kristin Datkow Gloversvi lle . NY 12078 74 1 Belair Coun 
6 1 Dodges Row Tom Gitterrnan 
102 Elm Street Edward Digregorio Naples , FL 33940 
Wenham. MA 0 1984 29 East 64 Street 
Summit . NJ 0790 1 34 Willard Street Helen Falk Jeffrey Frank New York . NY 10021 
Dedham , MA 02026 6 Wimbleton Lane 930 Bob-O-Link Road 
~!~~e~thG;~in Holly Dakin Highland Park. IL 60035 
25 Hillbrook Circle Mary Dimatteo Great Neck. NY I 1023 
Pinsford . NY 14534 12 Lake Rd Kimberly Falsion Kimberly Frank Walkins Glen. NY 1489 1 
Dryden, NY 13053 97 West Ave 2 White Oak Drive Randall Gladwish Pamela Daley Ocean View, NJ 08230 
266 Harvard Rd Peter Dingee Brockpon . NY 14420 21 Main Street 
Stow. MA 0 1775 6 Barnes Drive Kelly Fardink 
Elizabeth Frankel Setauket. NY 11733 
680 West End Avenue 
Heather Damron Wappingers Fal. NY 12590 R.D. #I New York , NY 10025 Wendy Glass 
58 Bishop Lane Alison Dings Nonh Clymer . NY 14759 Douglals Fraser 
43 Haighls Cross Rd . 
Madison, CT 06443 732 I Ridge Road William Farmer 7 Pinewood A venue 
Chappaqua , NY 105 14 
Ellen Danowski Lockpon . NY 14094 8459 Broken Arrow Ct. Glens Falls . NY 1280 1 Rachel Glater 
Debbie Lane Dana Diprima Annandale , VA 22003 Julie Fra.ser 2 I Hazel Drive Cross River. NY 105 18 I Lakeview Dr. William Farry IOI Grani te Street South Windsor. CT 06074 
Yvonne Darancou Tower Ridge Apt#4P 32 Whippoorwill Road Medfield . MA 02052 Barry Glazier 
2 15 Giles St # 2 Peekskill . NY 10566 Glens Falls . NY 1280 1 Michelle Fra.ser 404/ 101 Benner Rd Ithaca. NY 14850 Matthew Dirig Kenneth Fatovic 663 East 2 I SI Street Allentown. PA 18 104 
Susan Darcy 308 W. Seneca St # 7 9-0 1 3rd Street Brooklyn, NY I 1226 David Gluck 
53 Strasser A venue Ithaca . NY 14850 Fair Lawn , NJ 074 10 132 Marlboro Road 
Westwood , MA 02090 Brian Dinwa Kristine Faulkner Kirsten Fredericks Utica. NY 1350 I 
Anne Dare 74 Coventry Road I 190 1 Jefferson Ave 
16 Blueberry Hill 
Susan Gluck 
55 Tecolote Wayne . NJ 07470 # 7-G 
Wethersfield. CT 06 109 
145 Nonh Lake Drive 
Los Alamos. NM 87544 Newpon News. VA 23606 Christal Fredlund Stamford . CT 06903 Kevin Distel 
James Fawcett 48 Lanesville Rd # 8 Anasua Datta Box 23-D , Ulster Hgts . New Milford. CT 06776 Kent Goben 
700 Warren Road EllenviUe , NY 12428 41 Bacon Lane Apl IO 195 Steuben St 
Ithaca, NY 14850 Babylon. NY 11 702 Perrin Freeman Coming. NY 14830 Thomas Dodd 23 Woodsia Ridge 
Charles Davidson 32 Beechwood Road Shirley Fearn Greenfield . MA 0 1301 Melissa Goemann 
RD#2 Box 123A Hansdale. NY 10530 30 Glenwood Heights Rd Michael French 
10 Van Terrace 
M0<3via, NY 13 118 Susan Dodds 
Ithaca. NY 14850 Sparkill . NY 10976 
Michael Davidson 35 Mill Road Ext. Theresa Febrey 
5 Rupp Ave 
William Goettel 
19 Aberdeen Road 84 Vande Rd 
Monticello. NY 1270 1 
19 Wildwood Drive Woodcliff Lake . NJ 07675 
Chelmsford . MA 01 863 Kathleen Doerr 
Union Hill. NY 14563 Lynn Frenkel Cape Elizabeth . ME 04 107 
Christine Federico IO Solar Lane Andrew Davis I 40 Mt. Pleasant Searingtown . NY 11507 Karen Gold 
4 Arcadian Drive Ithaca , NY 14850 124 Spring St 85 Barry Circle 
Spring Valley , NY 10977 Amy Donoghue 
Pon Chester. NY 10573 Leigh Freudenburg Bloomfield . CT 06002 
Kathryn Davis 230 Gatewood A venue Christine Feehrer 29 Dorothy Dr. Richard Gold 
100 Brendan Way Rochester, NY 14624 708 Haldane Dr. Monroe, NY 10950 4 Lombardi Drive 
Syracuse, NY 132 19 Christine Don.savage 
Kennett Square . PA 19348 Micah Friedman New City. NY 10956 
Kimberly Davis 2 Half Mile Road Pamela Fein Apt 303 . Center Ithaca Stacy Gold 
10 1 Frederick Drive Armonk . NY 10504 54 Diane Drive 
Ithaca . NY 14850 
250 I Shelleydale Drive 
Apalachin , NY I 3732 Elizabeth Doohere 
New City, NY 10956 Kenneth Fulton Baltimore . MD 21209 
Leigh Davis 139 Nonh Indiana Ave Juliette Feinberg 
121 Old Oaken Bucket Steven Gold 
46 I 6 Drummond Avenue Watenown , NY 13601 2 Horizon Rd Apt 629 
Norwell , MA 02061 
14403 Barkwood Drive 
Chevy Chase. MD 208 15 Dana Dorfman 
Fon Lee . NJ 07024 Mary Furman Rockville . MD 20853 
Craig Dawsey 370 Hillside A venue Monica Felkel 
P.O. Box 606 
Jon Goldberg 
301 Wilmot Drive Allendale, NJ 07 40 I 65 West 90th Street 
Chautauqua . NY 14722 
609 Winter Street 
Towanda . PA 18848 Joseph Dox 
New York , NY 10024 Christine Fusaro Framingham . MA 0 17 10 
Antonio Decarli Susan Fenn 123 East Neck Road Kenneth Goldberg Ledge Rd 
148 Fireside Lane Huntington. NY 11 743 49 Daisy A venue Gloucester. MA 0 1930 25 Earl Road 
Floral Park , NY 1100 1 Camillus, NY 1303 1 GleM Gable Melville, NY I I 747 
Diana Decker Nelson Drake Lisa Fernandez 28 Chamber Lane Todd Goldberg 540 N. Keim Street R D #I Box 509 Englishtown . NJ 07726 P.O. Box 445 Ponstown . PA 19464 39 Old Belden Hill 
Kerhonkson, NY 12446 Deposit , NY I 3754 Steven Galavotti Wilton . CT 06897 
Gary Decker David Dresner Lois Ferrari Off Stockton Shon Ct Cindy Golden 
313 Expense Street 
16 Sundbury Drive 600 Warren Rd P.O. Box 3205 5 Alma Lind Lane 
Rocne , NY 13440 
New City . NY 10956 Ithaca. NY 14850 Wareham . MA 0257 1 Ronkonkoma . NY 11 779 
Madeline Decker Nicole Drew Ernest ridanza Joanne Galbraith Marcie Goldheim 
5 13 1 Hickory Drive 2 Winchester Lane IO Smith Hill Road 9 Robidoux Road 8209 Scons Level Road 
Lyndhurst , OH 44 I 24 Huntington, NY 11 743 Monsey , NY 10952 Plainville , CT 06062 Baltimore , MD 21208 
Thomas Decker Paul Drilling Jed Filler Barbara Galgon Amy Goldman 
12 James Street 225 Chestnut Ori ve 305 I Chew Street 22 17-2 Green Street 12 Ellery Lane 
Greenfie ld , MA 0 1301 East Hills . NY 11 576 Allentown. PA 18 104 Philadelphia . PA 19 130 Westpon . CT 06880 
Kristen Dedeyn Larry Drucker Steven Fine Rebecca Galime Marlo Golub 
540 College Avenue 555 North Ave 8508 Topping Road 19 Lowell Dr 29 Whitney Gate 
Niagara Falls. NY 14305 Fon Lee . NJ 07024 Baltimore , MD 21208 New Hanford. NY 1341 3 Smitht.:,wn. NY 11 787 
Class Directory 277 
Maureen Gomez Nayttm Hafeez Susan Herodes Audrey Jackman Ivy Kass 
3520 Dekalb A vc Apt 2C 17234 Elizabeth Drive R.D.#1 16 Tioga A venue 12 Livingston Avenue 
Bronx . NY 10467 Holley, NY 14420 Schoharie . NY 12 157 Ocean Parle, ME 04063 Jericho, NY 11 753 
Michele Gonnelli Carolyn Hagaman Felicia Her..hkowitz Debra Jacobs Dianne Kastelic 
40 Herbst Rd 21 Hickory Drive 6 Lisa Lane 592 N. Lakeshore Drive 15436 Wenhaven Drive 
Old Tappan. NJ 07675 Maplewood , NJ 07040 Pt . Jeff. Sta . . NY 11776 Brick Town. NJ 08723 Chagrin Falls. OH 44022 
Karen Gonya Margaret Hagen Michael Hertzendorf Robin Jacobson Dayle Katz 
59 Franklin A venue RD #1, Route 98 30 Lorelei Lane 29 14 Torrington 60 Puritan Drive 
Houlton. ME 04730 Franklinvi lle. NY 14737 Scotia. NY 12302 Shaker Heights. OH 44122 Quincy . MA 02169 
Kristie Gonzalez Jennifer Hahn Donald Hessney Wendy Jacobson Jeffrey Katz 
28 Tumble Brook Road 45 Stellane Drive 27 S. Main St. PO Bx 336 9730 Susan Road 33 Briarwood Road 
Woodbridge. CT 06525 Angola. NY 14006 Manchester . NY 14504 Philadelphia. PA 19115 Framingham. MA 01701 
Julie Goodenough Cathy Haines Julie Hilborn Mark Jaeckle Lora Katz 
P.O. Box 846 5437 Creslline Road 13 Tamarack Lane 190 Rosewood Drive 12613 Craft Lane 
Whitney Point . NY I 3862 Wilmington . DE 19808 Schenectady. NY 12309 West Seneca. NY 14224 Bowie . MD 207 15 
Jeffrey Goodstein Henrietta Halasan Douglas Hill Denise Jaguden Benton Kauffman 
55 Nottingham Road 344 Second Ave #4 14 Doris Road 12 Nichols Road 2300 Lancaster Road 
Rockville Ctr.. NY 11570 San Francisco. CA 94118 Mamaroneck . NY 10543 Huntington Sta. NY 11 746 Granville, OH 43023 
Andrew Goolden Nancy Hall Stacey Hill Navlette James Christopher Kaufman 
R R #3 . Box 283 83 Cayuga Street 113 E. State Street 39 Hobart Strei 410 Stewart Ave Apt #9 
Canton. NY 13617 Trumansburg . NY 14886 Johnstown . NY 12095 Rochester . NY 14611 Ithaca. NY 14850 
Alan Gordon Kevin Halm Jean Hilliard William Jannott Deena Kaye 
115 Giles St 9626 Culver Street 23 Tulp Coun 10 Sprucewood Lane 3 Marcia Lane 
Ithaca. NY 14850 Kinsington . MD 20895 Clifton. NJ 07013 Westpon . CT 06880 Spring Valley . NY 10977 
Jamie Gordon Melinda Halpern Peter Hios Daniel Janowsk.i Terrance Keach 
144 South Gate Circle 116 Ferris Place 9 Lejeune Coun 17 Berkshire Rd 222 Flower City Parle 
Massapequa Pk . NY I 1762 Ithaca. NY I 4850 Old Greenwich . CT 06870 Maplewood , NJ 07040 Rochester . NY 1461 5 
Lance Gordon Scott Hamblet Robert Hir..ch MicheUe Jardine Lisa Kedzior 
25 Copley Street 16 Bay View Ave . 191 Delaware Avenue 7 Abby Road 35 Brigham Road 
Staten Island , NY 103 14 Swampscott . MA 01907 Island Park. NY 11 558 Latham, NY 12110 South Hadley . MA O I 075 
Mark Gordon Charles Hamburg Barrie Hittner Susan Jarnot Kathy Keith 
783 Oakleigh Road 3088 Burnt Hse Hill Rd 10 Robena Avenue 63 Gary Lane 1219 Brunnerville Road 
Nonh Woodmere , NY I 1581 Doylestown . PA 1890 I Famingville. NY 11738 Cheektowaga. NY 14227 Lititz . PA 17543 
Samantha Gordon David Hamilton Christopher Hobler Susan Jarvis 
Lisa Kellar 
114-36 145th Street 914 West Shellpoint Rd 951 Magee St 716 12th St S 16 Mills Road 
Jamaica. NY 11 436 Ruskin . FL 33570 Elmira. NY 14901 Lethbridge . Albena 
Stony Brook . NY 11790 
Diana Gorsch Julia Hammond Fredric Hodor 
Canada TIJ254 Theresa Kelly 
11 N. Church Street 23 1 Beech Road 600 Hardscrabble Road Jennifer Jasper 
355 Holbrook Road 
Worcester. NY 12 197 Auburn . NY 13021 Chappaqua. NY 10514 100 S. Middleneck Rd 
Lk . Ronkonkoma . NY I I 779 
Andrew Gottesman David Hamovit Mark Hoerbelt 
Apl #105 Kathleen Keltos 
21 Old Farm Road 4605 Dorset A venue 8809 Townline Road 
Great Neck . NY 11021 20 West Farms Lane 
Scarsdale . NY 10583 Chevy Chase . MD 208 15 Batavia . NY 14020 Lisa Jassey 
Commack. NY 11 725 
Richard Gottlieb Jason Hand Bethany Hoffman 
24 Daffodil Rd Margaret Kemp 
6600 Edenvale Road 555 Fairfield Road 5 14 S. Aurora Apt 3A 
Stamford. CT 06093 41 Brigantine Circle 
Baltimore . MD 2 1209 E. Windsor. NJ 08520 Ithaca. NY 14850 Jeff Jepson Norwell. MA 02061 
Laurie Gould Charles Handelman Daniel Hoffman 
7 Crestwood Road Matthew Kemp 
I 02 Happy Lane 23 Beaumont Dri vc 423 Walton Road 
Simsbury . CT 06070 3 Hillside A venue 
Ithaca, NY 14850 New City. NY 10956 Maplewood . NJ 07040 Nicola Joens 
Vernon . CT 06066 
Christina Gowe Nina Handelman Jane Hoffman 
R.D. #I Dina Kennedy 
170 Owego St PO Bx 694 2 Starr Terrace 171 EStateSt 
235 A.P. Newcomb Road 7 Saxon Lane 
Candor. NY I 3743 New Rochelle . NY 10804 Ithaca, NY 14850 
Brewster. MA 02631 West Nyack . NY 10994 
Kathlttn Grady Erin Hanlon Ltt Hoffman 
Wendy John Thomas Kerr 
71 Chatham Drive 8026 Thurston Drive 16 Fairway 
P.O. Box 80 R.D. # 2, Box 23 
Oakdale .NY 11 769 Clay . NY 1304 1 West Hartford . CT 061 17 
Steamburg. NY 14783 Kempton . PA 19529 
Richard Graef Susan Hanna Mary Hoffman 
Jennifer Johnson Risa Ker..chenbaum 
2870 Overlook Circle 3 Glenwood Drive 77 PeU Place 
504 Walnut Street 34 Hawkins Path 
Memphis. TN 38119 Latham. NY 12110 Bronx . Ny 10464 
Fayetteville . N\ 13066 Coram, NY 11 727 
Christopher Graham Marcianne Hanson Beth Holcomb 
Julie Johnson Robert Ker..henblatt 
140 Stoneposl Road 77 Easlland Ave I 03 Cook Hill Rd 
195 Forest Lane BSL 6115 Ventnor Avenue 
Glastonbury . CT 06033 Rochester. NY 1461 8 Cheshire . CT 06410 
Southpon. NC 2846 1 Ventnor . NJ 08406 
Steven Graham Kirk Harbinger Leif Holmander..en 
Kevin Johnson Erica Keys 
305 Gordon A venue R.D. #1. Box 162 39 13 Avoca Avenue 
P.O. Box 149 890 I Cherbourg Drive 
Sherrill. NY 13461 Troy . NY 12180 Bethpage , NY 11714 
Boxford . MA 01921 Potomac . MD 20854 
Robert Grano Lesli Harbour! Jill Holmes 
Martha Johnson Mmapbuti Kgomo 
90 Rollingwood King St. Beanery 140-21 Alcon Place 
81 Parlcer Road 117 Dewit! Pl. #2 
Williamsville. NY 14221 Trumansburg. NY 14886 Bronx. NY 10475 
Wellesley. MA 02181 Ithaca. NY 14850 
Vanessa Grasman Ann Harding Jeffrey Holton 
Kim Joly James Kiernan 
337 Ridgedale Avenue 880 Snyder Hill Rd . 100 Nonh Elm Street 
I 04 Marbclla Lane 10 Woody Lane 
East Hanover. NJ 07936 Ithaca . NY 14850 W. Bridgewater. MA 02379 
Tolland. CT 06084 Larchmont . NY 10538 
Michelle Graves Lauren Hardter Teresa Hoppenrath 
Daniel Jones John Kilroy 
67 Carlynn Dr. 4157 Tommy's Trail 875 Highland Road 
5272 Salt Works Road Box 6635 
Fairfield . CT 06430 Liverpool . NY 13090 Ithaca. NY 14850 
Middlepon. NY 14105 Ithaca. NY 14850 
Sean G reeley Alyssa Harris Jennifer Horn 
Erica Jones Lisa Kim 
21 Sabine Road 26 Arcadia Avenue 4667 Kenmore Dr. N.W. 
9 Watersedge Way Hillcrest Drive 
Syosset, NY 11791 Albany . NY 12203 Washington. DC 20007 
Pon Jefferson . NY 11 777 Towanda, PA 18848 
Michael Green George Harris Joseph Horner 
Jocelyn Jones Angela KimbaU 
I 03 Rock Island Street 46 Cherry Tree Circle R.D. #3 . Margaret Rd 
8 Rustlers Road 7780-A Richland Rd 
Gouverneur. NY 13642 Liverpool. NY 13090 Monroe. NY 10950 
Marcellus . NY 13108 Pulaski . NY 13 142 
Glen Greenberg Andrew Harrison Todd Hor..tmann 
Pamela Jones Karen Kin 
65-L Oakbrook Drive 20 I Ridge Street 4619 Pinemanor Drive I I 80 Ridge Road Williamsville . NY 14221 
48 Winthrop Drive Millis . MA 02054 Clarence. NY 1403 1 
Nonh Haven . CT 06473 Peeksk.ill . NY I 0566 
Neal Grttnherg Bradley Harrison Lois Houghtling 
Patrick Jones Wendy Kintner 
316 Stratford Drive 343 Williis Avenue Box 118 
205 East Main Street 392 Meeker Road 
Southamp1on. PA 18966 Hawthorne , NY 10532 Slaterville . NY 1488 1 
Johnstown. NY 12095 Vestal . NY 13850 
Harry Grttnherger Amy Hart Jonathan Howard 
Kimberly Jordan Allison Kisiel 
114 Edgewood Road 1741 Hinman 47 French Lea Road 
2073 Maple Street 51 St. Mary's Avenue 
Buller. PA 16001 Evanston. IL 60201 West Seneca. NY 14224 
Lyons. NY 14489 Clinton. NY I 3323 
Hilary Greenberger Rene Hartzell Shane Howell 
Neal Josehart Kelly Kisner 
1026 Ellis Hollow Rd 3569 Roan Delphi Rd I 03 Belleau Avenue 
1178 Cherry Street P.O. Box 133 
Ithaca. NY 14850 Manl ius. NY 13104 New Rochelle , NY 10804 
Winnctk.a. IL 60093 R.D. #I 
Michele Greene Thomas Hasenpnug Marc Hudak 
Amanda Josiah New Albany . PA 18833 
918 Grand Central Ave 7 Pavinchal Place 179 Elmhurst Drive 
Box 309. Green Street Emily Klein 
Horseheads . NY 14845 Poughkeepsie . NY 12603 Orchard Park . NY 14127 
Nonhwood . NH 03261 63 Sedgemeadow Road 
Paul Greenstone Tanya Havell David Hudson 
Nansen Josselyn Wayland. MA 01778 
25 Mayhew Drive 806 Clinton Street I 023 Garner Ave 
152 Seven Mile Drive Tammy Kleinberger 
Livingston. NJ 07039 Pottsville . PA 17901 Schenectady. NY 12309 
Ithaca. NY 14850 123 Constitution Drive 
Joan Greenwald Patricia Havens Joseph Hughes 
Kevin Joyce Orangebur!\, NY 10962 
4 Saddle Rock Terrace 624 Franklin Street 
309 Soapstone Lane Dana Klementowsk.i 
Springville . NY 14141 2 Parle way Drive Silver Spring. MD 20904 104 Palmer Drive Great Neck . NY 11023 New City. NY 10956 
Lori Greer Wendy Hawkins 
Erik Jules N. Syracuse . NY 13212 
110 River Street 6639 Williams Road 
Karen Hughes 8303 Marcie Drive Eric Kloiber 
Rome . NY 13440 3810 Oriole Coun Baltimore . MD 21208 104 State Street Avon , NY 14414 Shrub Oak. NY 10588 
Rosemary Hayes Lisa Juliano Manchester . NY 14504 Randolph Greer 
1002 Danby Rd . Kristine Hugo 371 Straits Turnpike Sandra Kloos 3412 Folly Quarter Rd Ithaca. NY 14850 113 Providence Street Watenown . CT 06795 224 Parle A venue Ellicoll City. MD 21043 
Suzanne Hayner 
Waverly . NY 14892 
Allison Kahn Alco. NJ 08004 
Helen Gregory Box 89. R.D.# 2 Lori Hultman 750 Broadway Thomas Klym 
202 Adms St Cherry Valley. NY 13320 4460 Patricia Drive Woodmere , NY 11598 60 No. Harrison St. 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
Eileen Healy 
Clarence, NY 1403 1 Tricia Kaiser Johnson City . NY 13790 
Deborah Groff 503 Marie Road Leah Hunt 1327 Poplar Street James Kneen 
38 Chestnut Hill Rd Allendale , NY 07401 82 Anderson Road Schenectady. NY 12308 7 Quintard A venue 
W . Simsbury. CT 06092 
Carolyn Heath 
Marlboro. MA 01752 Michael Kalson Old Greenwich. CT 06870 
Lyn Grube 80 Old Orchard Road April Hunter 456 Riverside Drive Kurt Knight 
331 E. Charlotte St. Sherborn . MA 01770 926 Macarthur Street Apartment #9-A 11 Pinc Street 
Millersville. PA 17551 
Katherine Hebblethwaite 
Bohemia . NY 11 7 16 New York . NY 10027 Franklinville. NY 14737 
C hristine Grundman 118 Ferris Pl Apt #I Tanya Hutchins Paul Kaminski David Koch 
77 Friar Lane Ithaca. NY 14850 26 McLean A venue 1285 Zevan Road 59 Leona Avenue 
Trumbull. CT 06611 
Barbara Hebel 
White Plains . NY 10607 Johnson City . NY 13790 New City, NY 10956 
Brenda Guidi 5 I 06 Spanish Oak Jessica Hyman John Kane Alyson Kohn 
1453 Boulevard Houston. TX 77066 7604 Fairfax Road 25 Frederick Street 808 Parsonage Hill 
West Hartford. CT 06119 
Lora Heintz 
Bethesda, MD 20814 Ilion . NY 13357 Branchburg. NJ 08876 
James Gula 20 Beverlee Drive Jill Incorvaia Lisa Kanen Julie Kohn 
14 Hite Coun Nashua. NH 03060 Lillian Coun 6 Hollows West 194 Shotwell Road 
Schenectady. NY 12303 
Claudia Helmke 
Sands Point . NY I 1050 Muttontown. NY 11732 Woodstock . NY 12498 
Keith Guliner 19 Sicada St Christopher lndilicato Richard Kaplan Nancy Kornbluth 
25 Wits End Saratoga Sprgs . NY 12866 369 Highland Drive Unknown 5 Cranford Road 
Spring Valley . NY 10977 
Christine Hemmes 
Schenectady. NY 12303 unknown Plainview . NY I I 803 
Lisa Gushin 7736 Sandy's Circle William lori Christos Kapogiannis Kimberly Kort 
Box 55 Rome, NY 13440 125 Cavo Drive I Dublin Lane 111 Allan A venue 
Howells. NY 10932 
Cheryl Hendtt Poughkeepsie. NY 12603 Poughkeepsie . NY 12603 
Massapequa. NY 11762 
Amy Gutowsk.i 1300 West Avenue Sheri Ireland Deidre Karazulas Karen Kouhi 
32 lvyhurst Medina. NY 14103 214 3rd Avenue 35 Wedgewood Drive 1032 Lafayette Drive 
Buffalo . NY 14226 
Cara Henrichsen Haddon Hts . . NJ 08035 Easton. CT 0661 2 
Yardley. PA 19067 
Kimeo Haar 3001 Henry Hudson Pkwy Levend lsanlar Jennifer Karel Christine Kovalich 
19 Scotch Pine Drive New York, NY 10463 P.O. Box 552 9 Lomood A venue R.D.#2 . Jennifer Lane 
Voorheesville . NY 12 186 
John Heppenstall Interlaken . NY 14847 Spring Valley. NY 10977 Hudson . NY 12534 
Eileen Habacker 5 Sunset Ave. Meltem lsanlar Samuel Karp Ellen Krajewski 
21 Babcock Drive Lakewood , NY 14750 P.O. Box 552 R.D. #2 5n Springfield SI. 
Nonhboro . MA 01532 
Jean Heppner Interlaken. NY 14847 Hudson . NY 12534 
Chicopee, MA 01013 
Kristin Hadley 8 Lenann Drive John lsbirian Adam Karpel Jodie Kramer 
5484 Ridge Road Box 323. R.D.# 2 46 Round Hill Road 6 Bluebird Drive 75 Wynn Court 
Lockpon. NY 14094 Altamont . NY 12009 Poughkeepsie. NY 12603 Syosset , NY 11791 Syosset . NY 11791 
John Haefner Matthew Herbst Jack Ishman Karyn Kartalian Marcy Kramer 
4126 Beaubein Drive 309 Peirson Ave. 1000 Nash Road 554 Mountainview Dr. 2 Great Rock Road 
Hamburg. NY 14075 Newarlc. NY 14513 N. Tonawanda. NY 14120 Lewiston , NY 14092 Lexington . MA 02173 
278 Class Directory 
CoUttn Kranefuss Susan Levy 
1027 Knoll Drive I 220 Hartwick Lane 
Annette Maronian Eilttn Mergel Lynn Muller 
Endwell. NY 13760 Binghamlon, NY 13903 
14 Ridge Way Es1a1es 1301 Gaspar Avenue I I 6 Fairlawn Drive 
Rochesler. NY I 4626 Bethlehem, PA 18017 Torringlon. CT 06790 
Deborah Kn.snow Jennifer Lew 
12935 Ave . La Valencia 5902 Ml Eagle Dr # 1605 
Christiane Marschke Kelly Merrill Anniq Mundkur 
Poway . CA 92064 Alexandria , VA 22303 
Box 45 Starr Ridge Rd J. 14 Home Avenue H. Malaney Cabol Md Cor 
Dale Krause James Lewi 
Brewsler, NY 10509 Palaline. IL 60067 202 1 Cabol Blvd . 
Victor Marsh Anne Merritt 
Langhorne . PA 14047 
24 Schaffer Road 4 I Schalren Drive 
Newfield. NY I 486 7 Lalham. NY 12 110 
27 40 Croydon Drive 130 Healy A venue Luis Munoz 
Kenneth Krause Jacqueline Lewis 
Canton , OH 44718 Hartsdale, NY 10530 5 Wesl 91 St Apl 2-B 
18 Kennedy Drive 601 Dixon Rd 
Adam Marshall Mark Meuser 
New York . NY 10024 
Denville, NJ 07834 Glens Falls, NY 12804 
109 Dewin Rd 920 I Aldershot Drive Amy Murphy 
Patricia Kriegisch Michelle Lewis 
Syracuse, NY 132 14 Belhesda. MD 208 I 7 39 Beacon A venue 
196 Tareyton Drive 22 Dickerson S1reet 
Eric Marshall David Meyer 
Holyoke , MA 01040 
Ithaca, NY 14850 Lyons, NY 14489 
8 Alden Circle 134 I 3 Cleveland Drive Vincent M urphy 
Marybeth Krug Samantha Liberatore 
Reading , MA 01867 Rockville . MD 20850 I 24 Route 223 
5 Sundbury Drive 440 Morris A venue 
Sharon Marshall Amy Meyers 
Van Etten, NY 14889 
New City , NY 10956 Boonton , NJ 07005 
432 Beacon Avenue 14 Wainscott Lane David Murray 
Thomas Krupa Jill Linder 
Beachwood , NJ 08722 East Se1auke1 , NY I I 733 746 W. Inman A venue 
17 Spencer Road 2 19 Willard Drive 
Stephen Marshall Bonnie Michalek Rahway. NJ 07065 
Dallas, PA 1861 2 Hewlen . NY 11557 
4 Bogren Lane R.D .# I . Box 63 Michael Murray 
Donna Krupp Steve Linick 
Wayland, MA 01778 Woodcrest Way 152 Conant Road 
4 Hadfield Rd 3 Clinton Lane 
Foster Marth 
Conklin . NY 13748 Weston . MA 02193 
Edison . NJ 08820 Jericho. NY I I 753 
I 96 Rogers A venue Marie Michalopoulos Nam:y Myeroff 
Jay Kuhns Jacqueline Lipa 
Tonawanda, NY 141 50 20 Meadowlark Drive 1639 Belwood Road 
16 Griffis SI I 58 Sunrise Drive 
Barbara Martin 
Easl Northport . NY II 73 I South Euclid . OH 44121 
Binghamton. NY I 3760 Binghamton, NY 13905 
6 1 Cherry S1ree1 Stephen Mier David Myers 
Barbara Kuraitis 
Lyons . NY 14489 648 Lock Rd 35 Grant S1ree1 
873 Stone Road 
Nam:y List Nina Martin 
Deerfield Beac. FL 33442 Haworth. NJ 07641 
Windsor, CT 06095 
I 228 E. 82nd Slreet P.O . Box 171 Louis Milano David Myers 
Annette Kurek 
Brooklyn . NY I I 236 Prospect , NY 13435 18 Zilo Drive 2415 Velvel Valley Way 
4219 Mc Koon A venue 
Belinda Little Roy Martinus 
Saugus. MA 01906 Owings Mills. MD 21117 
Niagara Falls. NY 14305 
1595 E. I 74 SI Apl 3D 29 Kinsella Sireet Daniel MiUer Christopher Myslow 
Steven Kurlander 
Bronx . NY 10472 Dix Hills, NY II 746 2633 N. Tripharnmer Rd . Cozier Hill Road 
173 Breezewood Common 
Beth Locatelli Amanda Mason Ithaca. NY 14850 
Shennan , CT 06784 
East Amherst . NY 14051 
33 Swee! Brier Drive 64 Prospecl Slreel Mark Miller Michael Nadell 
Amy Labam:a 
Ballslon Lake, NY 12019 Brattleboro. VT 05301 S- 18 Valley Manor 4 Pavilion Drive 
41 I West River Road 
Kelly Lochridge Christopher Masters 
Newfield. NY 14867 Gaithersburg . MD 20878 
Orange. CT 06477 
162 Grove S1ree1 31 Gatewood Lane Mary Miller David Nadwairski 
Michel Laberge 
Lexington , MA 02 173 Williamsville . NY 1422 1 40 Mountainview Drive 2 Ptiner Drive 
1743 Maple Avenue 
Janine Loffredo Eliiabeth Mathew Hampden . MA 01036 
Acto n. MA 01720 
Palmyra . NY 14522 
4 I Maple Road 354 17 1 E Stale SI Matthew Miller Jeffrey Nadzak 
Marie Labriola 
Baldwinsville, NY 13027 Ithaca. NY 14850 2 Sylvan Drive 3030 Alton Dr 
6 Laurella Dr 
Kim Logos Ellen Mathis 
Neplune . NJ 07753 SI Plrsburg BH. FL 33706 
Highland , NY 12528 
136D Heri1age Hill Rd 90 East Main Sireet Monica Miller LU N~row 
Jonathan Ladov 
New Canaan, CT 06840 Leroy . NY 14482 Flint Ave Exl Box I 9 38 S1ony Comers 
30 Valley Forge Drive 
Robert Lomnicki Mary Mauro Little Falls. NY I 3365 
Avon, CT 06001 
Eas1 Brunswick . NJ 088 I 6 
103-10 Queens Blvd . 28 Bennen Sireet Steven Miller Marjorie Narun 
Mary Laduke 
Forest Hills. NY II 375 Hornell . NY 14843 8482 Oswego Road 22 15 Shefflin Court 
112 S. Hamilton Sireet 
Robyn Lorinsky Paul Mayhew 
Baldwinsville . NY 13027 Baltimore . MD 2 1209 
Watertown , NY 1360 1 
I Squirrelwood Court 18 Lynda Drive James Milton Todd Naznitsky 
Martha Lafrance 
New City, NY 10956 Denver. PA 17517 1458 Kendall Ave 24 Iroquois A venue 
402-2 Winslon Court Kimberly Love 
Susan Mayo 
Ithaca. NY 14850 Rockaway. NJ 07866 
Ithaca, NY 14850 RFD#I Box 1392 
24 Fernwood Road Raymond Mint Margaret Needham 
Bonnie Lake-Henk.I• 
Harrison. ME 04040 West Hartford, CT 06119 47 William S1ree1 
11 5 Old Pos1 Road No. 
43 Riverside SI Brian Loveless 
Beth Mazie 
S. Waverly , PA 18840 Cro1ononhudson. NY 10520 
Binghamton . NY 13904 59 Sky Ridge Dr 
27 W Clinton Ave Ap1IM Maryellen Mischler Laura Neefe 
Joel Lamson 
Rochester, NY 14625 Tenafly. NJ 07670 417 Waverly Road 
9 Lexinglon Parkway 
7 Wesl River Slreet Peter Lowy 
Steven Mazza 
Wyncole. PA 19095 Rochester . NY 14624 
Waterloo, NY 13165 8 Cherokee Lane 
41 Angela Lane Susan Miske Nadine Nekrewich 
Lisa Landau 
Commack. NY 11725 Bay Shore , NY 11706 1401 Orchard Road 
778 Henderson A venue 
1877 Bly Rd Lynnea Lucas 
Paul McBride 
Moun1ainside . NJ 07092 Apartment 1-G 
E. Meadow, NY 11554 33 Easl Shore Circle 
307 Richard Place Saron Missirian 
Slaten Island. NY 103 10 
Timothy Lane 
Ithaca , NY 14850 Ithaca, NY 14850 139 Simsbury Drive 
Thomas Nelkin 
Box 254-A Bloomer Rd Joseph Luchese 
Daniel McCarthy 
Ithaca, NY 14850 27 Tinlern Lane 
Lagrangerville, NY 12540 9840 S. W. 103rd S1reet 
92 Daniels Farm Rd Charles Mitchell 
Scarsdale . NY I 0583 
Maureen Lang 
Miami. FL 33 176 Trumbull , CT 06611 8907 34th A venue 
Elmos Neocleus 
805 Fairway Circle George Ludwig 
Matthew McCloskey College Park. MD 20740 
2 Abbolt Lane 
Baldwinsvi lle. NY 13027 328 Burd Drive 
41 Johnson Ave Amy Mohn 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
Philip Lang 
Vestal. NY 13850 S1ra1ford . CT 06497 15 The Glenada 
Michelle Nethaway 
14 Wilson Sireet Susan Ludwig 
Michael McCormick 
Roslyn Es1a1es . NY 11 576 455 Swaggertown Road 
S Dartmouth . MA 02748 180 Porter Road 
900 Shennan A venue Kus.sell Mohn 
Scotia. NY 12302 
Kira Langan 
Ellington, CT 06029 Rome. NY 13440 3 13 7 Susan Road 
Peter Neuman 
12 1 Willo w Road Christina Luglan 
Patrick McCoy 
Bellmore . NY 11 7 10 257 Monticello Dr 
Belle Mead . NJ 08502 19 Ptimpkin Hook 
3 Northfield Plaza Peter Molin 
Branford. CT 06405 
Beth Langham 
West Henrietla , NY 14586 Northfie ld , NJ 08225 118 Waiennan 's Way 
Robert Newhart 
2 N. Hurd Circle Lisa Lukoff 
Michael McCrary 
Yorktown, VA 23690 402 Winston Cl #4 
Auburn , NY 1302 1 I 39 Kirk Drive 
8 Junard Boulevard Wendy Moller 
llhaca, NY 14850 
Renee Lang.staff 
Huntingdon Vly . PA I 9006 Port Jefferson. NY 11 776 24 George· s Place 
Julie Nicholas 
R.R. #4 , Canton Road Willialm Lustig 
Timothy McCubrey 
Clinlon , NJ 08809 1302 N. Cayuga S1reet 
Ogdensburg, NY 13669 60 Sunnyside Road 
15 Fowler Drive Michael Mollin 
Ithaca. NY 14850 
Sandra Laub 
Mahwah , NJ 07430 Wesl Hartford , CT 06110 63 Oak Avenue 
Laurie Nkhols 
18 Ledge Terrace Kristen Lyons 
Kelly McCusker 
Northboro . MA 01532 479 Schaffer Rd 
Old Bridge . NJ 08857 8 Pinnacle Mounlain Rd 
45 Ogden Road Christine Moloy 
Newfie ld . NY 14867 
Sandra Laughman 
Simsbury . CT 06070 New Canaan . CT 06840 36 Quincy SI 
Keith Nielsen 
608 Hammond A venue Daniel Macca 
Ellen McDermott 
Waiertown . MA 02172 R.D. #1. Box 183 
Hanover, PA 17331 Osceola Avenue 
177 Chepstow Kathryn Monnat 
New Tripoli , PA 18066 
Susan Lauser 
Irvington . NY 10533 Schenec1ady. NY I 2303 7279 Port S1ree1 
Valerie Nielson 
14 Couniry Fair Lane Alison MacDonald 
Graeme McDonnell 
Ptilaski. NY 13142 94 Beechwood Trail 
Scotia, NY I 2302 Turner Road 
26 Amity Road Angela Montague 
Tequesla. FL 33469 
Lisa Lawrence 
Weston. VT05161 Warwick , NY 10990 5 Hackherry Lane 
Bradley Nierenberg 
4301 Tradewinds Ave . W . Amy MacDonald 
John McDowell 
Jackson, TN 38301 Suire 2000 
Lauderdale Box 595 Benedict Rd 
9 Glenford Avenue Christopher Montesano 
1025 Westchester Ave 
By the Sea. FL 33308 East Dorset. VT 05253 
Beacon , NY 12508 223 Navarre Road 
White Plains, NY 10604 
Raymond Lawrence Jody MacDonald 
Catherine McEnroe 
Roches1er, NY 1462 1 John Niven 
188 Norwood Ave 75 Snowberry Crescenl 
15 Cornell Sireet Brian Moore 
1447 Dartmouth S1ree1 
New London . CT 063 20 Rochester, NY 14606 
Williston Park . NY 11 596 4023 East 143 Sireet 
Baldwin . NY 11510 
Lynnore Lawton Patrick MacDonald 
Bruce McFarland 
Cleveland, OH 441 28 Mary Norelli 
660 Greene Ave RFD# I , Couniry Club Dr 
404 Alpine Dr Heather Moore 
94 Heights Road 
Brooklyn . NY 11 22 1 N. Franklin . CT 06254 
Veslal. NY 13850 R.F.D.#2 . Box 69 
Ridgewood, NJ 07450 
Raymond Lazcano Ill Christine MacDonneU 
Robert McGrath 
Woodsville, NH 03785 Marie Norris 
50 Barque Hill Drive 2 1 Upperfie ld Road 
6122 Massachusetts Ave Thomas Moran 
8 1 Deuman! Terrace 
Norwell. MA 02061 Morrislown. NJ 07960 
Bethesda. MD 20816 12 Nintli S1ree1 
Kenmore . NY 14223 
Lisa Lecakes Susan Mack 
John McIntyre 
Hicksville . NY 11 801 Curt Northrup 
15 Caravella Lane P.O . Box 45 
PO Box I 598 Dennis Ave Matthew Morano 
432 1st Street 
Nanuet . NY I 0954 Brooktondale, NY 14817 
Laconia, NH 03247 5072 Ball Road 
P.O . Box 124 
Suzanne Leddy Julie MacNeil 
Maureen McKelvey 
Syracuse , NY 132 15 
Carlstadt , NJ 07072 
17 Secor Drive 9 Church Slreet 
353 Old Lancaster Road Daniel Morera 
Dennis Norton 
Pt . Washington , NY 11050 McLean . NY 13 102 
Sudbury . MA 01776 25 Graham St 
39 Tarry Place 
Peter Ledoux Concetta Madonia 
Kara McKernan 
Jersey. NJ 07307 
Tarrytown . NY 10591 
RDI . Box 30F I 92 Overlook Drive 
16 Robin Road Scott Morin 
Stephen Norton 
Tillson , NY 12486 Easl Islip , NY 11730 
Longmeadow. MA 01106 9 Trask Sireet 
35 Pinewood Dr. 
Chris Lee James Malatesta Patrick McLaughlin 
Danvers , MA 01923 
P.O . Box 276 
347 25th S1reet 1514 Ninth Slreel 
133-20 146th Slreet Deborah Morris 
Cumherland . ME 04021 
Sanla Monica, CA 90402 Fort Lee , NJ 07024 
So .Ozone Pie , NY 11436 26 Willowick Dr. 
Peter Nuchims 
Christopher Lee Kyra Mancine 
John McLellan 
Fairport. NY 14450 
153 Chestnul Hill #H 2 1 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
105 Arborway Drive 8 Skytop Lane 
I I 6 Beard A venue Peter Morris Patrick O'Connor 
ScilUate, MA 02066 Pittsford, NY 14534 
Buffalo. NY 142 14 2155 Delaware A venue 
Michele Lefevre Gina Mangano 
Susan McNicholas 
Saint Paul. MN 55118 
863 Mill Road 
E Aurora . NY 14052 
422 Hennan Road 106 N. Brentwood Ave. 
174 Tree Tops Drive William Morris Teresa O'Loughlin 
Butler, PA 16001 Pitman , NJ 08071 
Lancasler, PA 17601 10 Beechland Court 
Richard Leifer Elaine Manger 
Christopher McQueeney 
Monirose , NY 10548 
66 Hardwood Lane 
Rochester, NY 146 16 
7 Split Rail Ct. 3 Bromley Place 
230 Thornlon Circle So Denise Morrison Jeffrey O'Malley 
Dix Hills, NY 11746 Greenlawn , NY 11740 
Camillus, NY 13031 51 Lawrence Avenue 
William Leisner Jr. Katherine Mangold 
David McRorie 
N. Tarrytown , NY 10591 
4 Locust Lane 
Media, PA 19063 
121 West Bend Drive 75 I Ridge Road 
I 1414 Salter-Colvin Rd Meghan Morrison John Obrist 
Rochester , NY 1461 2 Lewiston , NY 14092 
Wolcott, NY 14590 88 Court S1. 132 Greenbriar Road 
Douglas Leonhardt Sarah Mann 
Anne Meagher 
Saratoga Spgs. NY 12866 N. Syracuse. NY 13212 
I 21 Christopher Circle 149 Westwood Drive 
3 Beacon Hill Paul Morris.sette Jeffrey Oistad 
Ithaca , NY 14850 Nashua, NH 03062 
Fairport. NY 14450 76 Goldfinch Dr 
Darlene Lepak Michelle Mannies 
Hackettstown, NJ 07840 
400 Old Route 304 
Jonathan Meehan 
New City, NY 10956 
I 99 North Elm S1ree1 105 Hudson St 24 Ballantyne Brae 
Charles Moss Michael Olander 
Manchester . CT 06040 Ithaca . NY 14850 U1ica, NY 1350 I 
116 Ruggles S1ree1 2 1 Holder Drive 
Heidi Lerner Joyce Manno Christopher Meilinger 
Westboro, MA 01581 Trenlon. NJ 08628 
106 Manhatian Court W. 467 Fairmounl Avenue 3 Pine Lane 
David Muchin Peter Olcott 
Jericho. NY 11753 Jamestown, NY 14701 Northville, NY 12 134 
1025 Deerfield Place 989 Auburn Rd 
Alisa Levinson Kimberly Manolescu Michael Melin 
Highland Park. IL 60035 Grolon, NY 13073 
10 Windy Hill Road 1554 Lincoln Avenue 425 Brodhead S1reet 
Mary Beth Mudgett Dianne Oltz 
Westport , CT 06880 Utica, NY 13502 Easton, PA 18042 
109 Helderberg Avenue 880 Ithaca Road 
AllamOnl , NY 12009 Willseyville . NY 13864 
Robert Levitt Lisa Marinelli Marissa Mencher 
44 Walnut Road 74 Edmunds Road 7 Romar A venue 
Heather Mueller Todd Oneil 
Weston , MA 02193 Wellesley . MA 02181 White Plains, NY 10605 
Moosehom Farm 1108 Ches1nut Circle 
Eas1 Hartland . CT 06027 Northport . NY I 1768 
Scott Levy Maureen Maroney Deborah Mendelsohn 
215 Lakeside Place P.O . Box 15 20 Executive Drive 
Jeffrey Mufson James ONeiU 
2 Femhollow Rd 4363 Prince,s Path 
Highland Park , IL 60035 Poplar Ridge. NY 13139 Huppauge . NY 11 788 Boontn Townshp . NJ 07005 Liverpool. NY 13090 
Class Directory 279 
Julie Orloff Lee Plertt Bdsy Reali Keith Ruquet Paul Schumann 
64 Rolling Wood Dr 1903 Woods Hollow Lane IF Barn Apts 212 N. Ocean Avenue 223 Prospect St 
Stamford, CT 06905 Allentown , PA 18I03 21 I Brooktondale Rd Patchogue , NY 11772 Ithaca, NY 14850 
Lisa O rloff Susan Pierson Broolctondale, NY 14817 Christopher Rusin Resa Schuster 
18 Claire Place 419 Van Dom Rd S Jennifer Reard1111 270 Oldfield Road 16942 Watert>cnd #156 
Trumbull , CT 0661 I Ithaca, NY 14850 143 The Meadow Shavenown. PA 18708 Jonathan' s Landing 
Robin Orloff Sherry Pigford East Aurora, NY 14052 Christine Russell 
Jupiter. FL 33477 
3 Laura Lane 7176 Pheasant Lane Dale Reckless 29 I Lower Blvd Lorey Schwartz 
Scarsdale, NY 10583 Bath , NY 14810 35 I 5 Stanley Lane New London. CT 06320 615 Oak Shade Avenue 
John Orr Kathy Pinkham Willow Grove, PA 19090 Dawn Marie Ros.so 
Elkins Park . PA 19117 
700 Brooke Road P.O . Box 8 Jeannine Redd 1327 79th Street Susan Schwartz 
Wayne . PA 19087 East Holden , ME 04429 540 West 52nd Street Broolclyn, NY 11 228 7233 Mohawk Drive 
Mark Osborn Michele Plrozzi New Yorlc. NY 10019 Eric: Rutkowski 
Tribes Hill. NY 12177 
I 89 Oak Creek Road 52 Frankel Road Ronald Reed 3 L yncrest Road Jonathan Schwartzberg 
East Windsor, NJ 08520 Massapequa. NY 11758 21 Water St Apt#D Peekskill , NY 10566 60 Elm St 
Jean Oursler Denise Pisciarino P.O. Box 244 Darin Rutz 
Ellenville. NY 12428 
55 Sunset Road IO IO Cold Springs Road Laurens. NY 13796 36 Shamrock Avenue Polly Scbwartzott 
Massapequa, NY 11758 Liverpool. NY I 3088 Christopher Regan Seneca Falls, NY 13148 24 Idlewood Ave. 
Pamela Overlock Victor Pitaleff 11 Northgate Dr Kathleen Ryan 
Hamburg, NY 14075 
23 Windsor Terrace 12 Midway Road Walden, NY 12586 6 Albany Street Robin Schwan 
Mahwah, NJ 07430 Spring Valley. NY 10977 Amanda Reimels Auburn , NY 13021 329 West Broadway 
Lauren Pachilis Judy Pitkin R.D.#1 , Box 197 Lori Rybka 
Cedarhurst , NY 11516 
17 Carol Drive I 3 S. Wisconsin Drive Watkins Glen . NY 14891 114 Cross Street Juliana Sciarabba 
Camillus, NY I 303 I Binghamton. NY 13901 Curtis Reinauer Yorlcville, NY 13495 17 Wedgewood Dr 
Randi Paikoff Ricardo Player 18IO Channel Drive Rebecca Ryder 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
250 E 40th St Apt 25A 14217 SciOIO Channel Club Towers unknown David ScOlt 
New Yorlc , NY 10016 E. Cleveland. OH 44112 Monmouth Beach, NJ 07750 unknown 64 Linda Lane 
SIJlcy Paletz Gretchen Plewak Hillary Reis Theresa Rzttzycki 
Gilford , NH 03246 
565 Riverdale Road 389 Tremont Street 59 Circle Lane 15 Ramapoo Hill Road Michael ScOlt 
Valley Stream, NY 1158 1 No . Tonowanda, NY 14120 Roslyn , NY 11577 Ridgefield , CT 06877 51 Ellison St 
Steven Palumbo Jean Podesta Jennifer Reisig Michelle Saad 
Rochester , NY 14609 
13 I Gordon Parkway I Sunrise Drive 122 Buena Vista Drive 7 Stonehedge David Scura 
Syracuse. NY 13219 Mahopac . NY I0541 Ashland. KY 41 IOI Hollidaysburg, PA 16648 803 South Lincoln Road 
AnaslJlsia Panayotopoulou Frank Polera 
Cary Repka Christopher Sadler E. Rochester. NY 14445 
35 Diamantidou Street 105-5 Alpine Dr 
20602 Pinc Meadow Dr. 126 Boxwood Circle Karen Scutt 
Athens. I 54 52 Dewitt, NY 13214 
Mt. Clemens. MI 48043 Hamburg, NY 14075 200 Frogtown Road 
Greece 
Jack Pollack 
Thomas Reynolds Jennifer Safarik 
New Canaan , CT 06840 
Jeffrey Pancer I 55 East 76 Street 
R .F.D.#3, Box 3352 Quarters K USMMA Jonathan Sebiri 
75 Forsythia Lane New Yorlc, NY 10021 
Farmington, ME 04938 Kings Point, NY I I 024 15 Wilton Terrace 
Jericho . NY 11753 
SIJlcy Pollack 
Ann E. Rhoads Sherry Safenowitz Verona. NJ 07044 
Suzanne Panelli I 957 Helen Coun 
1557 Rita Road 50 Allenwood Road Dwayne Sebold 
1253 Ellis Hollow Rd Menick , NY I I 566 
Vestal , NY 13850 Great Neck, NY 11023 48 Bay Drive East 
Ithaca. NY 14850 
George Porpiglia 
Steven Rice Sharon Saklad 
Huntington , NY 11743 
Jennirer Panitz 6960 Kirlcville Road 
445 Willow Rd 230 Regan Road Abby Segal 
49 Roundabend Road E. Syracuse , NY 13057 
Winnetka, IL 60093 Somerset, MA 02726 4599 Walnut Lake Road 
Tarrytown. NY 10591 
Amy Porreca 
Eric: Richards Wendy Salemo Birmingham, Ml 48010 
Helen Papazian 180 I Howe Land 
I 23 Park Aveneu 932 Willowbend Lane Jill Seibel 
I 6 Coach Road Maple Glen, PA 19002 
Windsor. CT 06095 Baldwin. NY 115IO 29 Melani Drive 
Danbury . CT 068 I I 
David Poskanzer 
Sarah Richards Michael Salm Orchard Park . NY 14127 
Kevin Paradis 40 S . Manning Blvd. 
2204 Cambridge Place RD #2 Box 42 James Seibert 
20 Sutton Drive Albany . NY I 2203 
Lynchburg, VA 24503 Interlaken, NY 14847 229 South Hoopes Ave . 
Stamford. CT 06906 
Shari Posner 
Lynne Ricbbart Suzanne Sammons Auburn , NY 13021 
Donald Parker 37 Stonewall Drive 
8 Rugby Rd 3930 NW 27th Terrace Lili Selden 
405 Jacksonville Rd Livingston , NJ 07039 
Slingerlands, NY 12159 Boca Raton . FL 33434 4 Triphammcr Lane 
Trumansburg, NY 14886 
Suzanne Post 
Susan Ridley Mark Sanders 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
Nancene Parks 22 Peacock Drive 
7 Aintlock Road 17 Alexander Street Matthew Seppeler 
6 Meadow Path Roslyn , NY l l.576 
Norwalk, CT 06850 Princeton, NJ 08540 4862 Smith Road 
Wading River N, NY 11792 
Sara Potter 
Barry Ritz Todd Sandler Marion, NY 14505 
Brian Parrotte R. # I. Box 9665 
22 I Hempstead Road 1088 Mt. Pleasant Road Charles Sergeant 
P.O. Box 144 Waterbury Ctr .. vr 05677 Spring Valley , NY 10977 Winnetka. IL 60093 4545 Schenley Rd 
Coxsackie , NY 12051 
Diana Poudrier 
Victoria Rizzolo Barrie Sandlofer Baltimore . MD 21210 
Virginia Parrotto 94 Oak Street 
191 Orchard Park Blvd . 9 Conland Road Mylene Sese 
655 Moreno Road Middleboro, MA 02346 
Rochester, NY 14609 Monsey, NY 10952 98 Roosevelt Blvd . 
Narbcnh , PA 19072 
Michael Pouncy 
Angela Robbins Marie Sanfratello Oakland. NJ 07436 
Tammy Parry 105 Nonh 8th St 
Box 7 20 Glenda Drive Brian Seskin 
179 North Main Street Olean , NY 14760 
Denmark , NY 13631 Deer Park. NY I I 729 Maple Ave 
Oriskany Falls, NY I 3425 
Sharon Powell 
James C. Robertson Maribel Santiago Cemcnton , NY 12415 
Deborah Parsons R.D.#5. Box 5338 
22 Aldcrsgate Circle 272 Pennsylvania Ave . Christine Seward 
202 Dogwood Lane E. Stroudsburg. PA 18301 
Budd Lake, NJ 07828 Apt#4M IO Joseph Reed Lane 
Wallingford . PA 19086 Michele Robilotto Broolclyn, NY 11207 Acton. MA 01 720 
Rachel Pass 
James Presbrey 68 Fons Ferry Road Marianne Santoro Lisa .Shabala 
I Toms Point Lane 
33 Ridge Road Latham , NY 121 to 20 I Connetquot Road 95 North 4th Street 
Pt . Washington . NY I 1050 Weston, CT 06883 Lauri Robinson Oakdale, NY 11769 Allegany . NY 14 706 
Christopher Pate Linda Price 109A Oxford Place Peter Savage David Shaby Bruce Hill Road 18 Bethwood Drive Box 272-A 
Ithaca, NY 14850 223 Prospect St 163 Skunks Misery Rd . 
Loudonville. NY 1221 I Spencer, NY 14883 Mitchell Robinson 
Ithaca, NY 14850 Locust Valley. NY I 1560 
Sushma Patel 53 Roclcledge Drive Marla Scaglione Sara Shannon 
R.D., 9 Storrnville Rd Melanie Pritchard Livingston, NJ 07039 52 Terry Lynn Drive 190 Morningside Dr. HCR 63 Box 76 
Hopewell Jct. , NY 12533 Sullivan Hollow Rd . Shari Robinson 
Angola, NY 14006 Laconia. NH 03246 
Debra Patterson Kill Buck , NY 14748 26 Kolben Drive Daniel Schafer Mark Shapiro 
RD2 Box 458C Christopher Prizzi 
Scarsdale, NY 10583 5 Bell Place 74 Sylvan Ln 
Sayre , PA I 8840 8 Runnymeade Road Anthony Rodriguez 
Pon Chester. NY 10573 Weston , MA 02193 
Nicholas Pauldine Chappaqua. NY 10514 2059 Powell A venue Patri<ia Schaup Mary Shaw 
3746 West Road Bronx , NY 10472 I 106 N. Tioga St Crego Road 
Conland. NY 13045 Laurie Proulx Jean Rodriguez Ithaca . NY 14850 Baldwinsville . NY 13027 
Teresa Paveletz 
I 30 Dunwoodie Coun 59 Birchwood Drive Lisa Schiavo Nadine Shaw 
11 Division St 
Yorktown Hts .. NY 10598 Rhinebeck, NY 12572 23 I 3 Burroughs Avenue I 722 Ralph A venue 
Nanticoke. PA 18634 Anthony Prudence Eric: Rogers Northfield , NJ 08225 Broolclyn. NY 11236 
Cordon Payton 
1395 Meclclenburg Rd . 37 Grange Rd Ruth Schickel Julie Shellito 
736 Valley Road 
Ithaca, NY 14850 Troy , NY 12180 85 Ferguson Road Maple Street 
Broolctondale , NY 14817 Virginia Purves Cynthia Rohde Dryden , NY 13053 Nonhfield. MA 01360 
Scott Peacock 
682 Marlboro Road 35 Townsend Road Ronald Schiller Elizabeth Sbepker 
57 Lake Street 
Lothian. MD 20711 Wanaque , NJ 07465 160 Giles Street 1508 Stoncridge Dr 
Hammonspon. NY 14840 Margaret Pusey Annabelle Rokeach Ithaca. NY 14850 Derby, NY 14047 
Adam Peck 
3 to North Broad Street 32 Aorence Road Jennifer Schindler Bethann Sherry 
3652 Hoover Avenue 
Kennett Square, PA I 9348 Hanington Pie .. NJ 07640 39 Lookout View Road I 07 Schoolhouse Road 
Endwell, NY 13760 Keith Quigley Cheryll Rooney Fairpon. NY 14450 Churchville, PA I 8966 
Helen Peck 96 7 Parkway Place I Westminster Road Joel Scblemowitz Eugene Sherry 
19 Lindsay Drive Peekskill, NY 10566 Utica, NY 13501 427 5th Street Unknown 
Morganville , NJ 07751 Allison Quinn Allyn Rose Broolclyn , NY 11215 Unknown 
Jerome Pedro 44 Bayberry Drive 91 Tekening Drive Rentt Schmick Erwin Shilling 
R.D. #I Clifton Park . NY 12065 Tenafly . NJ 07670 Wildflowerr Dr. Ext. 9086 Main Street 
Mildred , PA 18632 Michael Raab David Rose Ithaca, NY 14850 Stittville , NY 13469 
Christopher Pellegrino 7 Knollwood Drive I I 4 Gordon Road Heidi Schmid Kimberly Sbnipes 
77 Copper Beech Dr. Larchmont, NY 10538 N. Syracuse , NY 13212 49 Beechwood Coun 96 William Henry Drive 
Rocky Hill . CT 06067 Elizabeth Raber Susan Rosen Clifton Park , NY 12065 Monroe, CT 06468 
Monica Pellegrino 4541 Ridge Rd . RD#4 455 Douglas Ave Apt toe Leeanne Schmidt Tammy Shull 
9 I 26 Champlain A venue Cazenovia, NY 13035 Bronx, NY 10471 205 Falls Coun 411 S. Albany St. 
Niagara Falls , NY 14304 Nora Radu Cindy Rosemleld Medford , NJ 08055 Ithaca. NY 14850 
Linda Perna 1120 N.66 Street 15 Travis Drive Linda Schmidt Leighann Sibal 
1527 Toboggan Run Apt #12C Framingham. MA 01701 41 3 Jewell Drive, West 625 Jones Rd 
Manasquan. NJ 08736 Philadelphia , PA 19151 Joana Ross Liverpool , NY 13088 Vestal. NY 13850 
Christopher Perretta Leza Raffel 251 Central Prlc W #2A Rene Schmidt Andrew Sich 
12 Burning Hollow Rd 316 Ashwood Road New Yorlc , NY 10024 227 Hastings Ave R.R.#1. Box 184 
Saddle River, NJ 07458 Springfield, PA 19064 Cheryl Rostoff Endwell. NY 13760 Alfred Station, NY 14803 
Christine Perry William Raffel 78 Fuller Pond Rd Carol Scbneible Tracy Siedboff 
83 Gerrnan Cross Road 44 Joseph Drive Middletown, MA 01949 422 N. Cayuga Street Box#4, Rte.# 2 
Ithaca, NY 14850 Tonawanda, NY 14150 Clifford Roth Ithaca, NY 14850 Averill Park. NY 12018 
Lori Peskin Robert Ramsey 5025 Bridle Path Road Jill Schneider Kimberly Siegel 
23 Applegrcen Drive 27 Red Bud Road Fayetteville. NY 13066 17 Woodgrcen Place 50 Carrage Ct. 
Old Westbury, NY 11568 Rochester , NY 14624 Lawrence Roth Rockville Ctr . . NY 11570 Jericho, NY 11753 
Martin Petersen Ill Sharon Randall 
5 Riverside Drive Melissa Scbneidennes.ser Lisa Siegel 
R.D. I. Box 319 B RR #I Box 194 
Wilkesbarre, PA 18702 54 Meadow Wood Rd . 6 Sycamore Dr 
Ulster Park. NY 12487 Bradford, vr 05033 Tbeordore Rounds Great Neck, NY I 1020 Sands Point, NY I 1050 
Michael Petersen Eric: Randier 
Apt 8 224 Blakeslee HI Frank Scholl Lynne Siegel 
700 Warren Rd #17 3C Santa Isidra IV 
Newfield, NY 14867 5424 S. Emporia Coun 500 Grosvenor Road 
Ithaca, NY 14~50 Calle I A-6 Bari Rou.o 
Englewood , CO 80111 Rochester. NY 14610 
Paul Peterson Fajardo. PR 00648 I 30 Shore Road Mary Beth Schonewolf Michelle Sierzant 
9816B Boca Grdns Cir N Marthasset. NY I I 030 2134 Orchard Park Dr. 368 Forest Hill Road 
Boca Raton, FL 33433 Sandy Randonis Deborah Rubens Schenectady , NY 12309 Apalachin , NY I 3732 
Doris Petranek 
39 Barry Lane . South % Alan Rubens Kimberly Schoonmaker Jacqueline Sigal 
290 I Loch Haven Coun 
Old Bethpage , NY 11804 760 I Calle Sin Envidia 22 Upper Dr. 29 Caton Street 
ljamsville , MD 21754 Mason Rapaport Tucson, AZ 85718 Huntington, NY 11743 East Northpon. NY 1173 I 
RD#l Box 1190A 
Carolyn Petrillo Lake George. NY 12845 
Jed Rubin Michael Scbrufer Shari Signor 
22 Beaupre Coun IO I Fairview A venue Box 456 ROI 610 Pennsylvania Ave. 
Huntington. NY 11743 Steven Rapp W. Orange , NJ 07052 Oley , PA 19547 Schenectady . NY I 2303 
Linda Petticrew 8 Canfield Road Julie Rubinberg Peter Schuchman Jr Allison Sigrist 
4909 Edgewonh Drive Convent Sta . • NJ 0796 I 39 Angler Lane 4 Oak Drive 401 Summer Street 
Manlius, NY 13104 Mary Rayel Pt. Washington , NY I 1050 Chenango Brdg . , NY 13745 Manchester, MA 01944 
Victoria Phoenix Route 2 John Ruggiero Amy Scbukin Adam Silver 
1249 Ellis Hollow Road Box 41 IO Garit Lane 2 Pinewood Drive 500 E 77th St 
Ithaca. NY 14850 Uppr Blk Eddy, PA 18972 Larchmont, NY 10538 Englishtown, NJ 07726 New Yorlc , NY 10021 
Dina Pieczynski Noel Raymond Anne-Marie Runfola Wendy Schultz Andrew Silver 
503 Fruitwood Terrace 260 Madison St 4 I 83 Hermitage Road Box 58 1142 I Beechgrove Lane 
Williamsville, NY 14221 State College . PA 16801 Warsaw , NY 14569 Downsville , NY 13755 Potomac, MD 20854 
280 Class Directory 
Annette Silver Kroese Hans Steofert Kathleen Thompson Timothy Voltz Casie Wikaoder 
Box 702 4990 Del Monte Ave 25 Lynnfield Drive 1104 Wilde Avenue 44 Condit Street 
Fraser, NY 13753 #2 Glens Falls. NY 1280 I Drexel Hill , PA 19026 Newton. NJ 07860 
Suzanne Silver San Diego, CA 92107 Thomas Tierney John Vona Julianne Wikox 
119 Harrisoin Road Joy Stengk 377 Great River Road 200 S. Decarur St Route 34-B 
Wayne. NJ 07470 County Road 141 Great River, NY 11739 Watkins Glen . NY 14891 King Ferry . NY 13081 
Andra Silverstein Interlaken, NY 14847 Maureen Tiersoo Teresa Vos.sen Richard Wilde 
2504 Velvet Valley Way Debra Steotlford 507 N Tioga St 1204 Missouri 26 Arrowhead Drive 
Owings Mills . MD 21117 14 Rolling Drive Ithaca. NY 14850 St. Louis, MO 63104 Neshanic Sta . . NJ 08853 
Judy Simondc Brookville. NY 11545 Jennifer Tiley Scott Vumbacco Deborah WiUiams 
29 East Parle Drive Bernard Steoto 26 Elmwood Drive 57 Wellington Avenue 222 E. State Street 
Old Bethpage. NY 11804 76 Crary Avenue Apalachin, NY 13732 New Rochelle . NY 10804 Ithaca, NY 14850 
Nathan Slnaoder Binghamton. NY 13905 Kevin Tiokelman Laura Wachs Karl Williams 
79 Sherwood Avenue Margaret Stepanian Linden Dress I High Street 208 Morris Turnpike 
Binghamton. NY 13903 219 Well ington Road 515 Linden St Natick, MA 01760 Randolph, NJ 07869 
Shawn Singer Dewin, NY 132 14 
Scranton , PA 18503 Barbara Wagoner Shari Williams 
21 S. Westfield Road Robin Stephens Lynn Titlebaum 216 Dunnsville Road 12 Johnson Street 
Howell . NJ 0773 1 211 Wrenwood Court 12 Seneca Drive Schenectady. NY 12306 
Frewsburg, NY 14738 
Shaoooo Siok Kingspon , TN 37663 Danvers , MA 0 1923 Laura Walitsky Robyn Willialtl.<OII 
1100 Shore Road Craig Stem Marci Tlusty 64 Westnunster Drive 59 Wedgwood Dr. 
Northfield. NJ 08225 300 S. Central Ave 852 8 Coachman Drive South Parsippany , NY 07054 Ithaca. NY 14850 
Beth Siracuse Hartsdale, NY 10530 
Freehold . NJ 07728 Vicki Walker Emily Wilson 
1004 Bellaire Ave Timothy Stewart Mickey Todd 323 Halseyville Rd I 9 Cheriton Drive 
Dayton, OH 45420 2489 Roosevelt Highway Route 2, Box 199 Ithaca, NY 14850 Whitesboro , NY 13492 
Ano Skalski Hamlin , NY 14464 
Canton , NY 13617 Jessica Wall Steven Wilson 
R.D.#4 . Box 34-N Victoria Stewart Carol Tomkiewicz 11 72 Danby Rd. 469 Lowell Street 
Monticello. NY 12701 102 Old Field Road 39-35 51 Street Ithaca, NY 14850 Lexington . MA 02 173 
Keith Smalls Sctauket . NY 11 733 Apartment #6-A Christopher Walsh Betsey Winckler 
6 IO Edgewood Avenue Deborah Storm 
Woodside . NY 11377 56 Ridgewood Road Lovell Lake Rd Rt. I 09 
Trenton , NJ 08618 3400 Somerset Trail Jill Toney 
West Hartford . CT 06 107 RR #2 Box 337 
Michael Smigliani Atlanta, GA 30331 46 Elm Street Judith Walsh 
Sabbomville , NH 03872 
10 Goddard Road Lee Stowe 
Warrensburg. NY 12885 P.O. Box 292 Roberta Winer 
Sharon . MA 02067 10 Dogwood Drive Michael Torrelli 
Columbia, CT 06237 I 3 Joanne Drive 
April Smith Shokan. NY 12481 350 Phillips Road Sean Walsh 
Framingham. MA 01701 
64 I 2 Earlham Dr Stephen Stranick 
Webster. NY 14580 76 Maple Street Jennifer Winick 
Bethesda , MD 20817 159 Conon Hanlon Road Melinda T ortolon 
Acton , MA 01720 32 Roberts Road 
Barbara Smith Odessa. NY 14869 RD #3. Box 15 Mark Walters 
Boxford , MA 0 192 1 
417 Edgeboro Drive Mark Straus.s 
Dundee . NY 14837 4709 Marshall Drive Tamra Winick 
Newtown. PA 18940 Sunset Drive Pamela Tortorice 
Binghamton. Ny 13903 21 Donnybrook Road 
George Smith North Salem, NY 10560 
14106 Eagle Harbor Rd Chung-Hsin Wang Montvale . NJ 07645 
11 Riverbend Road Rhonda Strauss 
Albion. NY 14411 540 West 55th Street Jeffrey Wirz 
Trumbull , CT 06611 45 I 3 Madison Drive Adam Traum 
New York. NY 10019 7 Geneva Rd 
Marjorie Smith Binghamton. NY I 3903 
Box 694 Robert Ward Norwalk . CT 06850 
2424 Tracy Place N. W. Deborah Street 
Woodstock . NY 12498 4 Gary Court Marcy Wittman 
Washington , DC 20008 713 Foxdale Road Amy Traut 
Holmdel. NJ 07733 2 I 9 Euler Road 
Maureen Smith Wilmington . DE 19803 
70 Eagle Lane Gregory Warnokowski Churchville . NY 14428 
38 Cortland Street Tracy Sugar 
Hauppauge, NY I I 788 79 Mid wood A venue Deborah Wojcik 
Norwich , NY 13815 8 Devonshire Court Kathleen Treasure 
Farmingdale . NY 11 735 603 Ravine Drive 
Pamela Smith Plainview. NY 11803 
88 New Hartford Street Edgar W arrioer Utica. NY 13502 
5 Sylvan Drive Annemarie Suhr 
Wolcon , NY 14590 R.D. 114 . Agawam Assoc . Carolyn Wolfe 
Wilbraham, MA 01095 2 Proc:lor A venue Amy Treichler 
Montrose . PA 18801 % Mitchell Wolfe 
Richard Smith Clinton. NY 13323 
5774 Griffin St Patricia Washburn 57 Pran St 
17 Franlclin Drive 
Box 467 11 2 Judd Falls Rd. Hartford . CT 0610 1 
Lansing. NY 14882 
Margaret Sullivan Sanborn, NY 141 32 Ithaca. NY 14850 James Wolfe 
2900 Woodbury Road 
Stephanie Smith Shaker Hts., OH 44120 
Thomas Trevisani Sidney Washington 18 West Home Road 
334 East First Street Irene Sumner 
101 College Street 396 South 7th A venue Bowmansville , NY 14026 
Bloomsburg. PA 17815 149 Wedgewood Drive 
Clinton, NY 13323 i!i~hland Park. NJ 08904 Sheryl W olkstein 
Tarsha Smith Easton, CT 066 I 2 
James Trowbridge Laura Watras 
47 Tennyson Drive 
1096 Sipp Avenue David Susman 
54 W. Lake SI 4 Merrywood 
Short Hills. NJ 07078 
Medford . NY 11763 25 Maplewood Parle Cl 
Skaneateles. NY 13152 Simsbury. CT 06070 Christopher Wolski 
Azusa Tsumura 11 9 Spohn Drive 
Abigail Smythe Bethesda. MD 20814 9- I 3-7 Sctjo 
Jennifer Watson Depew. NY 14043 
21 Murray Hill Square Susan Sus.sman 
9895 McKinstry Road 
Murray Hill. NJ 07974 3 Beechwood Ct 
Sctagaya-Ku 157 Machias, NY 14 101 Karen Wood 
Tokyo Japan 5105 Alexander Drive 
Carol Snyder Dix Hills. NY 11 746 Lisa Tucker 
Karen Watson Clarence. NY 14031 
440 Grand Avenue 43 Perry Ave . 
Saratoga Spgs . . NY 12866 
Jennifer Swallow 801 N. Davis Road Kinsley Wood 
158 Wildrose Avenue Elma. NY 14059 
Lynnfield . MA 0 1940 
Guilford . CT 06437 Wayne Watson 
15 Lakeview Circle 
Michael Snyder William Tumber Skaneateles. NY 13152 
Roule I . Box 232 Lisa Swete 45 Hawthorne Avenue 
30 Bene Circle 
Colleen Woods 
Windham, NY 12496 3 lllomas Drive Barrington. Rl 02806 
Vernon , Ct 06066 
59 Forest Place 
Richard Solby Baldwinsville . NY 13027 Laura Turk 
Stacey Watts Fredonia. NY 14063 
565 Pulaski Road Catherine Swiodells Bren Lane 
Downs A venue 
Kings Parle . NY 11 754 Oak Hse Wodsde Frilfrd Bedford , NY 10506 
Greenland , NH 03840 Christopher Woodward 
Nancy Sorrentino Heath Abingon Oxfrdsre 
Douglas Waymer 
12 Pleasant Ridge Dr . 
4865 Meadow Lane England OX I 35QG 
Tamara Tyree 54 Newtown Turnpike 
West Hurley, NY 12491 
Hamburg , NY 14075 Jacqueline Szablewski 
I Locust Road Weston, CT 06883 Robert Wrate 
Old Bethpage. NY 11804 6454 Terese Terrace 
Anoe Sootier 360 Columbia A venue James Ubl 
Jeanine Weber Jamesville . NY 13078 
1805 Circle Rd Depew . NY 14043 20 I N. Grandview Drive 
58 Gateway Road 
Karen Wright 
Baltimore. MD 21204 Patricia Szarek Pinsburgh. PA 15215 
Rochester. NY 14624 
1350 Farm-10-Mkt. Road 
Peter Sovocool 50 King ' s Row Matthew Ulrich 
David Weil Endwell . NY 13760 
111 White Park Rd . Ashland , MA 01721 90 Van Steenbergh Lane 
123 King Rd E. 
Stacy Wright 
Ithaca, NY 14850 Deborah Tabone Shokan , NY 12481 
Ithaca. NY 14850 
I Forest Hill Drive 
Alisa Spaulding 77 Summit Street Amy Umbrecht Lee Weiner Avon . CT 06001 
277-A Skyline Drive Lero)'.. NY 14482 511 Parson Drive 29 15 Henley Road Kelly Wrolson 
Burden. NY 14818 Peter Tarsoly Syracuse. NY 13219 Norristown , PA 19401 11316126th St. E. 
Elizabeth Spencer 32 Engelke Avenue David Umscheid John Weinert #233 
26 Blue Ribbon Drive Huntington Sta, NY 11746 5 Greystone Ori ve 7 Riverton Street Puyal lup. WA 98374 
Westport . CT 06880 Marybeth Tarzian Dryden. NY 13053 
Keene, NH 03431 Jeffrey Wyatt 
Peter Spino 1237 Balfour Dr Richard Urda Sirna Weiosaft 54 Parmalee Hill Road 
777 Sleephollow Road Arnold , MD 2 1012 Rd 2 Rte 28 181 I Roberta Lane Newtown. CT 06470 
Briarcliff Mnr, NY 10510 Amanda Tatge Wolfeboro, NH 03894 
Merrick, NY I 1566 Nancy Wysokowski 
George Spisak 100 Hendrie Avenue Maria Valente Steven Weintraub P.O. Box 327 
Box 202 Riverside , CT 06878 22 Mina Road 21 Ashwood Terrace Ithaca, NY 14850 
Smithvile Flat . NY 13841 Carl Teichert Oakdale , NY 11 769 
West Orange . NJ 07059 Stephen Yatko 
Abbe Spooder P.O. Box 106 Michael Valente Neil Weisbard R.D. #I . Box 266A 
7233 Promemade Dr Hauppauge. NY 11788 181 Southridge Drive 196 Alta Terrace Dalton . PA 18414 
A 301 Richard Teodler Rochester. NY 14626 
Jericho, NY 11 753 John Young 
Boca Raton , FL 33433 323 Golf Course Rd Edward Valenti 
John Weiss Jr 11 57 1 Shadbush Court 
Christopher Sprague Owings Mills. MD 21117 1165 Cassel A venue 
9 Crawford Road Reston. VA 2209 1 
41 Elmira Avenue Christine Tercbek Bayshore , NY 11706 
Westport , CT 06880 Marc Youngblood 
Newburyport , MA 01950 10 IO Raritan Road Christopher Vance 
Maxine Weiss 4 708 A venue I 
Edgar Squair Scotch Plains, NJ 07076 326 E. College St 
43 Timberline Drive Brooklyn. NY 11 234 
519 Allen Street Kristine TerriUion Oberlin, OH 44074 
Williamsville . NY 14221 Charles Zal<in 
Syracuse , NY 13210 Unknown Susan Vance 
Deirdre Welleban Knollwood Trail West 
Juliet St. Francis Unknown 33 Wincanton Drive 
62 Woodmont Street Brookside . NJ 07926 
625 Main St Apt 1533 Kelly Terry Fairport . NY 14450 
Portland, ME 04102 Damon Zaleski 
New York , New York 10044 7276 South Main Street Scott Vandyke 
Karen Wells 15 Jacob Arnold Road 
Ryan Staats Ovid, NY 14521 864 Olentangy Road 
43 Heights Drive Morristown. NJ 07960 
10 Briarwood Drive Michele Tesbir Franklin Lake. NJ 07417 
Wyoming , PA 18644 Rhonda Zampelli 
Saratoga Spgs .. NY 12866 36 Fox Hollow Road Sharon Vanhooydonk 
Brian Wendry 67 Chestnut Street 
Vincent Stanger New Fairfield. CT 06812 636 Basket Road 
158 Higby Road Edison . NJ 088 17 
Box 63 Kristin Testa Webster, NY 14580 
Middletown, CT 06457 Joan Zarodkiewicz 
Cragsmoor . NY 12420 35 Madison Street Jacqueline Vaoiver 
Timothy Wessel 276 Staple Street 
John Stanton Cortland , NY 13045 
1311 Fairacres Road 739 Moonraker Court Farmingdale. NY 11 735 
3821 Scverne-on-Scneca Dorinda Tetens Rydal , PA 19046 
Smithville , NJ 08201 Jean Zarriello 
Himrod , NY 14842 67 W 109 Apt IA Cene Vanosdol 
Michelle West Camp Thompson RD2 
Robert Stanton New York. NY 10025 1634 Mayfair Ct 
17 Mary Knoll Circle Gardners, PA 17324 
Skillet Road Hans Theisen Point Pleasant, NJ 08742 
Livonia. NY 14487 Pamela Zatz 
Scipio Center. Ny 13147 31 Wedgewood Drive Denes V anparys Carolyn Wetzel 
8 Snug Hill Court 
Sondra Stanton 
Saratoga Spgs ., NY 12866 17 1 E State SI 262 Hillary Lane Potomac , MD 20854 
3821 Scverne--0n-Scneca Wendy Thierman 
Ithaca. NY 14850 Penfield, NY 14526 Holly Zinn 
Himrod , NY 14842 23 Astorr Place Kelly Venardos 
Brett Wetzell I Lincoln Plaza 
Nancy Stapp 
Monsey, NY 10952 4 Westminster Court 56 Jerusalem Road Apt 16E 
4 Mark Lane Greg Tllomas 
Montvale. NJ 07645 Cohasset , MA 02055 New York. NY 10023 
S uccasunna, NJ 07876 4 Pleasant Street Hector Vera 
Kathleen Whalen Barry Zone 
Judith Stauber 
Cortland , NY 13045 103-12 Glenwood Road 39 Palmerston Place 30 Queens A venue 
78 Twin Lane North Lisa Thomas 
Brooklyn , NY 11236 Basking Ridge. NJ 07920 Atlantic Beach. NY I 1509 
Wantagh. NY 11793 691 Main Street Barbara Veraldo 
Jeanine White Ted Zucker 
Wilbraham, MA 01095 151 Doxbury Lane 1230 Stock.bridge Rd 68 S Pond Ln 
Maril Staunton Matthew Thomas Suffern, NY 10901 
Rochester , NY 14580 Hauppauge. NY 11788 
5 Oak Street 14 Court End A venue Lori Viebrock Stephanie White Todd Zwicker 
N. Billerica , MA 01862 Middleboro, MA 02346 56 Union A venue 737 McLean Road 2 I 88 Seneca Drive West 
Patricia Stefura Michelle Thomas Hawthorne , NY 10532 
Cortland . NY 13045 Merrick . NY 11566 
2 I 6 Mansion Street 9- 1-4 Peterbourg Matthew Virgilio Risa Whiting 
Coxsackie. NY 12051 P.O. Box !0808 58 South Bay A venue 5 Meadow Farm Rd 
Brooke Steinbach St. lllomas . VI 00801 Islip. NY II 75 1 Manhasscl Hill , NY I 1040 
Miller Road Robert Thomas Richard Virgin Steven Wickham 
Waverly, PA 18471 123 Saxonwood Road 21 Addison Street tO Adams Street 
Kalman Steinberg 
Fairfield, CT 06430 New London . CT 06320 Sidney. NY 13838 
4961 Queen Mary Rd . #8 Susan Thomas Stephanie Viscelli David Wightman 
Montreal , Quebec 101 Woodcrest Avenue 26 Hilson Drive l 302 Parrilla De Avila 
Canada H3W IX4 White Plains. NY 10604 Rome. NY 13440 Tampa. FL 336 I 3 
Joel Steiner William Thomas Debra V ollaro Rebecca Wightman 
1007 Cedar Drive N. 26 Meadow Drive 4 Mansion Place 4 Darrah Lane East 
New Hyde Parle , NY 11040 Webster. NY 14580 Greenwich , CT 06830 Lawrenceville. NJ 08648 
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... to Robin for a room full of photos 
... to Jill for getting things organized 
.. . to Rich for your patience, and for singing Aretha 
.. . to Amy Duncklmann: your work made a great section 
... to the entire staff for their hard work 
... to Mike Lindberg for his "Go for it's" and Eric Ludemann for his 
patience and great ideas 
Giuffre 
... to Bridget, my copy editor who not only did amazing work on copy and mastered the 
ever- feared computer, but stuck by me in the last two weeks of finishing this book, and 
even moved in with me. You became my personal cheerleader and confidante; to you I owe 
my sanity; without you there would be no book. Thank you and good luck next year . 
. . . and finally to you, the graduates. I hope that this book can bring back a few memories . 
I wish for you health and happiness in your lives. 
Editor-in-Chief 




